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--jottings from
Jo's
Note Book
For the past ten years our
Christmas greeUng to our friends,
far and near, has been a photo-
graph of the children in whatever
pose I can dream up to take of
them that's a little different. Our
first Christmas card was sent out
in 1947 with a photograph of R.
Paul taken when he was scarcely
six weeks old. Subsequent cards
were of R. Paul and when Mary
Jo came along, of course she was
a part of the Christmas 'came
and has been ever since.
This week, late as usual, and
much to the consternation of the
folks at Gardner's Studio, I took
camera in hand and attempted
to take a photograph of the child-
ren *at I hope will grace the
Christmas card. I might add why
I sin so tardy taking the pictures
because it taker me from one
year to the licit getting over
the last photographic session and
preparing for the ordeal the next
year
Earlier ths month I told the
children that maybe we wouldn't
have their picture on the card
R. Paul took the usual passive
!Menet in the matter, but it was
Mary Jo who said "Mother, we've
just got to send our pictures
this year People all over the
ooutry will want to see how we've
grown" Of course she was right,
but lhe thing that startled me
about the whole thing was that
MARY • JO WAS WILLTNG . . .
SHE'S the one who gives me a
hard way to go with the posing
department.
Well. Tuesday night I decided
that It Wbiii time to do the photo-
graphic work and urged the chil-
dren to go right home from
school, get their home-work and
take a nen so we would be all
reedy for the big camera depart-
ment and Christmas-card mak-
ing.
in the first place extra school
duties; prohibited them from tak-
ing their nap and getting Mei
home-work In the afternoon as
I ordered 't was about eight
o'cloca wnen we got to the bus-
iness at hand so immediately It.
Paul started saying to hurry and
get it over with. Knowing what
I had experienced in the paet I
called the whole thing off until
Mary Jo cam dos TO girt. with
her hair all brushed and comb-
ed reaciy to take the pictures It.
such an unusual occurence for
Mary Jo to want, to see her hair
tidy that I too decided that if
she *sacrificed so much to comb
her hate thiiT ought to go on
with the photography.
For the first thirty minutes we
talked of Ideas coming out
of a door-way, reading books
.sitting on the floor, playing the
piano. etc This posing in itself
Is sort of tiring but when we do
hit on the idea its no small task
to start snapping the shutter.
Since I use the old trusty Pol-
lute,' and can see the picture in
a minute the children are rather
enthusiastic about seeing the first
three or four snaps But when I
keep finding flaws with them and
they start getting tired and I
keep asking for more poses . . .
Its the wildest carrying on you
ever Saw.
Tuesday night R Paul had the
anttfles and couldn't get organis-
ed on his home-work, so the last
thing he wanted to do was fool
with pictures Mary Jo was un-
decided on what to wear and
that caused a tear or two before
the first photograph. I want you
to know by the time we took,
what they termed the "last pic-
ture" I was a wreck, they almost
had fever and so tired they
couldn't even stand up.
The thine that causes the most
trouble toward the end of the
session is making them smile. 7
get them all posed, get ready ti
shoot. vet the picture in faces
then I say: "Smile" . . . nary a
wrinkle . . . "smile" I say . . .
here comes a small twist of the
ho then when ' bellow
"smile" here comes a flood of
teals and I have to start all over
again.
T renlired what WWI happentn-
when Mary Jo gobbet through her
tears . . . ''Mother how do you
expect us t.o smile for the camera
when you've already spanked us
three times."
Its; s, mesa!
Cut-shin and Flell-fer-sartain
are both confluents of Middle
Pork of the Kentucky River near
Dry Ridge.
,
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Six At Fulton High Lead Honor
Roll With All-A Averages
Six students at Fulton High
School, with an all-A average,
led the 62 students named on the
second-six-weeks honor roll at
the school, released this week.
The six making all "A's" were
Bud White and Gloria Hinton,
seniors; Charlie Huddleston, Phi-
lip Jeffress and Ruth Louise
Butts, juniors, and John Cunning-
ham, sophomore.
Others on the honor roll, who
qualified by making all A's and
B's, include the following.
Seniors: Allen Maloney, Susan
McDaniel, Marion Blackstone,
Barbara Boyd, Sandra Bowen,
Diane Wright, Anne Fall, Patsy
Grooms, Ella Doyle, Sue Moore,
Virginia Page, Judy Browning.
Juniors: Glynn Ray Bradley,
Ward Burnette, Freddy Harper,
Joe Johnson, Roger Pigue, Mary
Ann Bennett, Susan Bushart, Sid-
ney Calliham, Joan Carter, Joanne
Covington, Jeannie Davis.
Sophomores: Tommy Fields,
Wayne Anderson, -Everett Allen,
Roland Carter, Norman Harwood,
Duncan Bushart, Gary William-
son, Carol McNeilly, Judy Burton,
Saundra Latham, Patsy Smith,
Jean Burnette, Nancy Bushart,
Linda Boddie, Martha Herring,
Brenda Bard, Eugenia Harris,
Maridel Wells.
Freshmen: Mikey Calliham,
Thomas Carney, Bobby Hancock,
Charles Rice, Hal Warren, Char-
les Willingham, Lynn Bushart,
Chan Covington, Dortha Duke,
Patsy Fall, Bonnie Helms, Betty
.McIntyre, Judy Moore, Ophelia
Speight, Susan Stokes, Sandra
Gordon Wade, Ralph Hardy In Pickle
. . . Or Maybe Its Goat's Nest They're In
If you don't think that Gordon most delicious viands.
Wade and Ralph Dale Hardy are On picking up the goat they
In a pickle of a goat's nest, then drove out to Gordon's father's
you've got another think coming, farm on West State Line Road
Gordon and Ralph Dale started and put the goat in the, yard while
out to have barbecued goat as they went inside to sharpen the
part of their holiday menu and knives for the slaughter. Cor-
were making kinds of plans don's father is Jamie Wade.
to get the goat meat barbecued With sharpened knives in hand
and serve it up in style. they proceeded to the back-yard
Now here's where the pickle of the Wade farm and both men
comes in . . . Gordon and Ralph had to take a double look . . .
Dale have abandoned their plar.s even walked a straight line to
for the delicious goat meat . . . see if they were dizzy, or sum-
yet they have more goats than pin.
they know what to do with. There in front of them were
Here's the story: three goats . . . yes. three goats
On Wednesday both young men in front of them . . . the momma
Went out tee the Virgil Davis farm goat and two little baby goats.
and picked up their goat ,for the
slaughter and subsequent delivery
to the barbecue pit in Union City,
when' the animal goes in as un-
interesting as all get out, yet
comes out as one of - America's who need some attention . . . not
only for their surprise . . . but
DEGRICK Ar U-T now .they intend to have that
barbecued meat for the holidays.angnor. Wilson. Dresden, Is a
candidste for Master. of Science Now. you know that nobody,
degree at the University -of Thin- but nobody wants to separate a
caace. s f all quarter commence- mother from her kith . . . and
meat December is. right here a Christmas, too.
. . . and it all happened in thirty
minutes . . and nary an obste-
trician or veterinarian around.
Mother and kids are doing fine
. . . it. Gordon and Ralph- Dale
Open Evenings
Beginning On
December 19
The Fulton Retail Merchants
Association announced Wednes-
day through its office at the
Chamber of Commerce that Ful-
ton stores will be open five nights
before Christmas, beginning
Thursday, December 19th.
The nights will be Thursday,
Friday and Saturday, December
19, 10, 21, and Monday and Tues-
day, December and 24. On
these nighti the stores will re-
main open until p. m. A
spokesman for the group indicat-
ed to the News that there would
be some effort to get stores to
close earlier on Christmas eve if
it is found that other neighbor-
ing cities are adopting this prac-
tice
Oil Drilling About
To Be Resumed Here
A resumption of all drilling
operations four miles north of
rulton is expected soon, with new
machinery unloaded on the E. L.
Cook and Fred Bennett farms
early this week. '
Drilling operations, last under-
taken on the E. L Cook farm in
the area, were temporarily aband-
oned more than a year ago by
the firm that has the land under
lease.
Whiteway Plans Grand
Opening Next Week
John E. Bard, Own .r and oper-
ator of the Whiteeray Service Sta-
tion on Paschall Street for the
past 11 years, will celebrate the
formal opening of his new station
next Wednesday and Thursday.
December 18th and 19th.
The new station was erected at
the site of the old one, replacing
an old, antiqualuzi,indunverted
livery stable wida41.
or-made station.
For several special features that
Mr. Bard will offer on opening
days, turn to the ad elsewhere in
today's paper.
Christmas Buying Moving lit Brisk Pace
In Fulton, Survey Of Business Reveals
Allen Promoted
To Plant Foreman
The Southern Bell Telephone
Company announced the promo-
tion of Riley Allen, who has been
local switchman in Hickman for
the past six years, to plant fore-
man of Fulton and Hickman
counties.
Allen, 35, started as a cable
splicer helper in Paducah in Oct.
1945 and had various assignments
in the Paducah district before go-
ing to Hickman in March 1951.
A native of Mayfield, he marri-
ed the former Shirley Stone of
Hickman and they have two chil-
dren, aid, 8, and Linda, 4. The
Aliens will be moving to Fulton
about the first of the year.
Ten From Local Bands
Play At MSC Festival
Ten students from the Fulton
and South Fulton high school
bands participated in the Quad-
State band festival this week.
Attending from South Fulton
were Ruth Darnell, Kay Johnson,
Hobart Tucker and Marie Dardy.
Fulton High School was repre-
sented by Elaine Butler, John
Cunningham, Bill Wade, Edward
Butler, David Cunnnigham and
Wanda Cash.
The festival program offered a
full day of rehea, .als in prepara-
tion for an evening concert. Two
bands were formed; one for
Junior High students and one for
senior high school students.
Arthur Roman, director of both
local bands, accompanied the
group.
PRESIDENT
- Jackie Edwards of Fulton is
serving as president of the Phy-
sic.al Education Club at Memphis
State University. Jackie's a junior
at M. S. U., home address is 405
Park Avenue.
Dear Ole Santa, Plez Turn Yore Ear To These Folks
Everybody's doing it these days
. . . writing Santa Claus letters
And the ones who don't have time
to write the letters are talking
out loud to themselves about
what they'd like to have.
A little News gremlin snooped
around town this week and
made notes on as many Christ-
Ma% wishes as we could print and
then more. Here's what we picked
up:
Dear Santa:
I have been a hard-working
"drummer" all year long and now
its time for me to take a little
rest. I want to go to the South
Bea Islands on a big vacation and
I need one little thing to com-
plete my arrangements. I have
everything I need . . but some-
body gave me a pair of yacht
shoes last year; so could you
please bring me the yacht this
year.
James Butts,
Dear Ole St, Nick:
Would you please bring Jo
Westpheling a speller, a diction-
ary and an encyclopedia so she
can find out the difference be-
tween animal, vegetable and
mineral. When she gives us an
anitnal subject and then identi-
fies it as the Washington monu-
ment, things are going just a little
to far.
The 21 Questions Panel.
Ella Doyle, Allen Ma-
loney. Susan McDaniel
and Glenn Ray Bradley
Dear Sandy:
Could you get us an automobile
franchise on the new continent
the Russians are trying to find.
We want to teach all the natives
just one word . . . Chevroletsky.
Dan Taylor and Fred
Stokes, Jr.
Hey Claus:
What's with the weeds that
stopped growing on the highways
of Kentucky. If this fellow, High-
way Commissioner Martin keeps
driving around Kentucky and
finds the frost has killed all the
weeds, there just won't be no
highway department no more.
Please bring us an epidemic of
Johnson grass.
Ky. State Highway
Employees.
Dear Saint Nichols:
Please bring me a cleft palatem,
four eyes and two more ears. If
you think a fellow can call a bas-
ketball game between Fulton
High and Fulton County Schools
and still make people know who
I'm talking about .. . then I want
a hole in my head.
Brooks Oliver, WFUL's
sportcaster.
Dear Santi Klus:
I have been a good little drug-
gist all year and I want to show
all the little boys and girls I
love them. Do you think that
eight-foot toy-filled stocking in
my store is big enough to give
away or should I put in a few
more toys.
C. H. "Mac" McDaniel
Dear Santa Claus:
Please let me have a heart at-
tack, gall-stones, an abdominal
operation and a pain in the neck.
People seem to be in better physi-
cal shape after all these opera-
tions and ailments than they were
before the trouble, and what I
need is some real good health
and rest. (I can't spell ileitis or
I'd want that too.)
Waiting for the surgeon,
JMSW
DEBT-FREE
The City of Clinton, Ky. will
most likely wind up the year 1958
debt-free, the city council learn-
ed at its December meeting.
The general Christmas business in Fulton this season .
is "good", a survey of miscellaneous firms revealed
Wednesday. In general, the survey found Fulton busi-
nessmen in an optimistic mood, shelves bulging with
Christmas merchandise, a lot put back on layaway,
stores doing a steady, brisk business with in-town and
out-of-town shoppers and the buying season off to a fast
start.
Here is a brief summary
contacted by The NEWS:
CLOTHING STORE: "We're
-tinning ahead of last year. Christ-
mas business got off to a good
start right after Thanksgiving and
has been going good ever since".
CLOTHING STORE: "Business
is real good. Even though Christ-
mas falls on Wednesday and we
have Monday and Tuesday for
buying, I believe that the Satur-
day before Christmas will be the
big rush day".
DRY GOODS STORE: "Busi-
ness is good".
SPECIALTY SHOP: "Christmas
Mystery Blast Wrecks
Picker In The "Bend"
Fulton county, offices are in-
vestigating a dynamite blast which
destroyed a mechanical cotton
picker early Sunday night Dec. 1
in a field in Kentucky Bend.
The explosion was heard in
Hickman, Ky., Tiptonville and
Dyersburg. The blast rocked the
Kentucky Bend area and almost
completely demolished the mach-
ine picker.
The machine was located in a
field on the Jess Whitson farm
about one mile north of the Ken-
tucky-Tennessee state line, one-
half mile from the nearest house
and the same distance from the
Mississippi elver.
The mechanical picker was de-
eralbeearia h total wreck. "Who-
ever brew it up knew what he
was doing. It is the most com-
pletely wrecked piece of equip-
ment that I have ever seen," Mr.
Whitson said
Mr. Gad es was reported to
have found an unused stick of
dynamite in the area. Some per-
sona estimated that such an ex-
plosion would require three cases
of dynamite.
103rd Birthday Will
Be December 19th
Fulton's oldest citizen, Mrs.
Ethel Byrd, will celebrate her
103rd birthday December 19th at
the home of her daughter and
eon-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. S. L.
Craver, on College Street in West
Fulton.
Barber Wins National
4-H Honors At Chicago
Tennessee 4-H Club boys and
girls walked off with nine nation-
al and sectional firsts at the 36th
National Club Congress, held in
Chicago December 1-5. In addi-
tion, there were four alternates.
One of the alternates was Lar-
ry Barber, Weakley County; 4-H
citizenship.
Terry Norman-AartitiWwliyinThelen-Tenn Spelling-Finals
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TERRY NORMAN SPELLING TEAM: (1 t,
.9: Susan Hogg, Peggy Russell, Pauline Thorny
son, teacher, Linda Warren, Sara Jane Ha,
and Carolinda Hales. This team defeated Bee]
,?rton in an "overtime" last week and will
•ompte Saturday for the championship. Time
for the Spelling Bee will be 10:15 a. m.,,y,TFUL.
MARTIN (1 to Mar
'ranee's Smi..1 With, Elaine Coope:
nd Ronaicl Ft,ler olus a fifth member whc
'vas absent when the above picture was made
la.-4 S'.-iirclay and wil'
,mnete this ,sailirdpv against Terry Normar
Lor oh:,
GREENFIELD SPELLING TEAM: (1 to r):
'at Godwin, Sherry Buckley, Patty Harris,
:harlotte Stout and Danny Mitchell lost a close
iatch with Martin sixth-graders last Saturday
t.1-e semi-finals, while Beelerton was losing
o Terry Norman. The Beelerton group left be-
"ire photographer arrived.
from a few of the firms
business is picking up with us,
after a rather slow start after
Thanksgiving, but we will have
to go some to beat last year here".
DRUG STORE :"Christmas buy-
ing is good. We anticipate a good
increase over last year; every
year we have been able to in-
crease a little".
MEN'S WEAR: "Christmas bus-
iness is going well; it opened up
with us right after Thanksgiving.
I am afraid that the loss of the
Siegel payroll these days that
they are not working will hurt
some".
DEPARTMENT STORE:
"Christmas business is mighty
good, and we hope to beat last
year. We notice a difference when
the factory isn't working, but I
understand that they will go back
to work Monday".
BIG GROCERY: "Our business
is mighty good; we are running
better than 18% ahead of last
December and I think we will
beat last Christmas by 15%."
TOY DEPARTMENT: "It looks
like we are a way ahead of last
year. I am sure that our lay-
away is much greater than last
year, and that was a good year".
FURNITURE STORE: "Our
Christmas furniture business is
good". .
TV: "Television sets are mov-
ing right along; it seems that we
have had better sales this year
since prices dropped.
I0bion County Hospital
Seeks Expansion Funds
The board of governors of the
Obion County- General hospital
is seeking a $300,000 addition to
the hospital, according to informa-
tion released this week by Bill
Bennett, hospital superintendent.
The addition sought would add
50 more medical beds for hospital
use.
The board, meeting at the hos-
pital at 7 Monday night, voted
to request that the county court
authorize Judge Raymond Mit-
chell to make application to the
federal government for federal
funds under the Hill-Burton act
under which the hospital was
built.
If the priority for funds is ap-
proved, the federal government
would provide 52 percent or
$156,000. Obion county would pro-
vide 48 percent or $144,000.
Hospital Board At
Clinton Reorganized
The board of directors of the
Clinton and Hickman County
Hospital was reorganized at the
annual meeting of the directors
Monday, December 2.
Pour members of the old nine-
member board resigned and six
new members were added to the
remaining five to make an eleven
man board.
The new members elected are
John B. Evans, Jr.. Edward Bueg,
Joe R. Johnson, Robert Lee
Veatch, William Shaw and Dave
Craddock. All are of Clinton. ex-
cept Shaw whose home Is in the
Columbus Community.
The .four members of the old
board who resigned are Lt. Gov.
Harry Lee Waterfield, Robert Lee
Bolin, Marvin Cunningham, and
Clyde Hopkins.
FOOTBALL LETTERMEN
Bobby Toon, halfback, Fulton,
and Lee Smith, centor, Union
City, are among 27 football play-
ers at Murray State College who
will be awarded letters for play
during the past season, Coach
Jim Cullivan announced this
week.
WALKER RE-ELECTED
S. J. Walker of the McAlister
community was reelected chair-
man of the Hickman county Agri-
culture Stabilization and Comer-
vation committee at an election in
the county ASC office, November
Nine Build Sewage Plants With Federal Help
IP "
Nine Kentucky cities have been
ranted $1,156,925 of federal funds
v the Water pollution control corn-
,ission to build sewage collection and
treatment facilities, the State an-
nounced this week.
Fulton wasn't one of the group, but
it should have been.
We are in desperate need of a new
sewer system and a disposal plant,
and we have been knowing about it
ever since last year this time, when
it was disclosed that the pending Fed-
ral penitentary that we sought so
Tvently would not consider Fulton
nless such a facility were installed.
So what has the present city coun-
cil done about it Nothing, as far as
we know. In the meantime, the situ-
ation grows worse every month and
the whole problem will be dumped
into the laps of the new council after
the first of the year.
According to Conservation commis-
sioner Laban Jackson, who is also
chairman of the Water pollution com-
mission, thirty percent of the cost of
such projects, not to exceed $250,000
is furnished by the Federal govern-
ment, with the remainder of the
money usually raised in the commun-
ities by revenue bonds.
Such communities do not have to
repay the money, but must use it
within a year or it reverts to federal
funds.
Distribution was made according
to priority and readiness of the cities
to start the projects. Those receiving
the current grants are:
Louisville and Jefferson County,
$250,000; Bardstown, $102,300; High-
land Heights, $67,500; Cumberland,
$67,000; Hazard, $180,000; Flemings-
burg, $54,750; Carrollton, $105,000;
Marion, $64,375, and Pikeville, $246,-
000.
Jackson said he hopes the cities
seeking federal grants will be. eligi-
ble next year, if Congress appropri-
ates more funds.
AMA Endorses Flouridation; So Should Fulton
Last year THE NEWS came out in
favor of fluoridating the city water
supply, and although the move was
temporarily set back by being defeat-
ed at that time when put to a vote,
we stuck by our guns: adding frourine
to city water, in proper amount, is the
greatest single thing we can do to
improve the teeth of cur children.
Medical authorities and parents'
groups throughout the nation con-
Ftantly underscore our contention. We
hope that you, Mr. and Mrs. Fulton
parent, read last week that the Amer-
ican Medical Association, "on the
basis of an exhaustive new study",
has reaffirmed its view that flourida-
ton of public water supplies is a safe
method of reducing dental decay dur-
ing childhood.
The House of Delegates, policy-
making body of the AMA, approved
by a majority vote a reference com-
mittee report voicing the opinion.
IOW
The action was taken at the 11th an-
nual clinical session of the AMA.
The committee's report was based
on an analysis of a report by two
AMA councils—the Council on Drugs
and the Council on Foods and Nutri-
tion—which a year ago had been com-
missioned "to study all available
flouridation of public water supplies
and make recommendations."
It is our observation that the teeth
of too many children in Fulton are in
terrible shape today, and this dis-
graceful condition could be about
70% remedied with flourine in the
water they drink . . . at a cost, as we
recall, of about 14c per year, per fami-
ly.
Think it over. We'll have another
opportunity to vote on the thing next
year, if you desire it . . . and if you
have young children in your family
you should do more than desire it,
you should fight for it.
SeRMONETTE OF THE WEEK
The False Beauty Of Sin
By Rev. Joseph E. Manton,
Popular radio speaker
AT THE FIRST sight of snow the
faces of children light up eagerly with
thoughts of sledding, snowballs, and
Christmas.
Yes, falling snow looks lovely, de-
licate, clean — until it turns into a
mess of dirty slush in the gutters. It
thrills children until they become
cold and wet in it.
SIN HAS a seeming beauty too.
Why else would people be drawn to
it if it were not attractive and allur-
ing? But don't let it fool you! You
saw what happened to your attractive
snow. The surface blackened with
soot, and before long, the once spark-
ling track of white was only a wet
path of mud. Sin loses its attractive-
ness in the same way.
'While sin seems enticing at first,
it shows up later to be so horrible
that the Son of God became man and
died on the cross to wipe away its
ffects.
SIN IS the refusal to accept God's
law for us. It is usually the misuse of
xomething good. For • example, the
creative power of sex is abused in
favor of selfish lust; the God-given
power of reason is perverted in pride.
If you could see a soul in the state
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of grace, you would see a radiance
like the snowy purity of an Apline
peak. If you could see a soul fallen
into serious sin, you would see some-
thing like the grimy slush that lines
the city streets after a storm. Dirty
snow and sin are each the defilement
of something that once was high and
clean and good.
THE MARVEL is that God, seeing
sin so blanketing the earth, (like
snow) lodged in high places and nest-
ling in low, still does not turn His
Face away in disgust and let all crea-
tion drop back into the black void
from which He drew it forth.
But He doesn't. The other day after
a storm, I saw a lineman go clanking
up a telephone pole, perch trimly on
the cross-bar, and set skillfully about
splicing a broken wire. But that day
I saw more than a lineman on a pole.
I also saw the pole of the Cross and
the cross-bar where Christ the Line-
man hangs. He hangs there repairing
that long-distance line between
heaven and earth, restoring commun-
ication between the sinner and God.
ALONE WE ARE powerless to re-
pair the damage of sin. We can be
transfigured from the ugliness of sin
only if we lift our eyes and wills to
the Saviour Whose Face shines like
the sun and Whose garments are
white as snow.
Three men are my friends—he that
loves me, he that hates me and he
that is indifferent to me. Who loves
me, teaches me tenderness; who
hates me, teaches me caution; who is
indifferent to me, teaches me self-
reliance.
—J. E. Dinger
The world is a looking glass, and
gives back to every man the reflection
of his own face. Frown at it, and it
will in turn look sourly upon you;
laugh at it, and with it, and it is a
jolly kind companion.
—Thackeray
STRICTLY BUSINESS by McFsaffers
"You're sure you're an experienced exterminator?"
linFROM THE FILES:—
TURNING BACK THE (LOCK —
December 10, 1937
Mr. and Mrs. A. Binford are
the proud parents of a seven
pound son. burn Friday morning
Decesnber 3, at the Fulton Hos-
pital
Mr and Mrs. Kenneth May-
nard of Paducah Kentucky an-
nounces the birth of a son. born
Saturday December 4. at the
home of Mrs. Mayrutrds mother,
Mrs. Beulah Dedznon in Fulton.
Miss Dorothy Nell Thompson
was delightfully surprised with a
party Thursday night in honor
of her birthday, given by Miss
Martha .Meade Merryman at her
home on Taylor Street.
About twenty-five friends of the
honoree were present and en-
joyed games and clever contests
throughout the evening.
The hostess served delicious re-
frestunents.
Mrs Frank Beadles was hos-
tess to her bridge club Thursday
night at her home on Carr St.
Two tables of takers were pre-
sent which incl3ded eight club
members and one visitor, Mrs.
Glenn Wiseman
Mrs. Robert Bard held high
score at the end of the contract
sin let him come forward." If we
can clean house lets start at home,
less criticism an dargurnents. It
is difficult to convince any one,
if you think otherwise look a-
round, might try your—well any
one?
"Love they neighbor as they
self." To the average layman
there may be some question,
what constitutes a neighbor? Cer-
tainly there is no question of
God's wisdom.
And again "If we have the faith
as big as a mustard seed we can
move mountains." We reason that
God may have not intended giv-
ing man this faith, this power.
"The wordly hope men set
Urn- hearts upon.
Turns ashes or it prospers
and amon.
Like snow upon the Deserts
dusty face.
Lighting a little hour or two-
is gone."
Omar-A. D. 1123
Probably one of God's great
gift to man is a mothers affec-
tion for her child, her care, ten-
derness, wisdom and great love,
earthly it has no equal and lives
on forever, an obligation we can
never repay.
T. J. Burke
CLAY BALL
In 1826 a orand Bah was given
In owingsville for Henry Clay
Secretary of State.
MY
Cleaning is
 MARVELOUS
games. She was presentd a love-
ly prize. Mrs. Beadles served de-
lightful refreshments.
Mr. and Mrs. Grady Varden
were host and hostess to their re-
cently organized bridge club
Thursday night at their home on
Green St.
Three tables of club members
were present and enjoyed a ham-
burger supper at six thirty
o'clock. After supper progressive
contract was enjoyed and prizes
were presented high scorers.
Those present were: Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Wiggins, Mr. and Mrs.
Felix Segur. Mr.' and Mrs. James
Warren. Mr. and Mrs. John Dan-
iels, Miss Lucille Green, Monroe
Luther, and Mr. and Mrs. Varden.
Charles and Howard McMurray
spent the week end with their
grandfather, Mr. Charles McMur-
ray and Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Mc-
Murray.
Mrs. Homer Dixon and daugh-
ter of Little Rock, Ark. Mrs.
John Daniels, Mr. and Mrs. John
Bowers and Mr. and Mrs. Hill-
man Collier spent Sunday after-
noon at the home of Mr and Mrs
C. J. Bowers.
Kentucky Windage
Sy P. W. PUNA.
They were a couple of shiver-
ing young men trying to thumb
a ride, as I drove up to the little
store in Riceville to get a loaf
of bread.
One wore knee breeches and
long sox. Both carried huge packs
on their. backs. The other one,
sporting a little moustache, wore
an old-fashioned wide-brimmed
Boy Scout hat tilted back on his
head, held on by a chin strap.
It was late in the afternoon,
starting to grow dark, and they
were hitchhiking north, and al-
though they were cold, and not
having much luck bumming a
ride, they looked like they were
in good spirits as I eyed them,
from inside the grocery store.
They didn't quite look like the
average run of burns that regu-
larly ply the town.
So on my way out I pulled the
car up alongside. Both were in
rumpled Boy Scout uniforms, one
of which was covered with merit
badges. Both. were quite adult-
looking to be wearing Boy Scout
uniforms, I thought. The one with-
out the moustache was at least
six feet tall.
"Were are you headed". I ask-
ed.
'Canada"
"Don't you think it will be
pretty cold up there for the
clothes you're wearing," I asked.
"Oh, we have heavy clothes
here in our packs", they laughed
back.
"Where have you been", I ask-
ed
"England, . to the Scout
Jamboree".
"Where is your home?"
"Australia".
Perhaps you passed the boys,
too, last Friday evening, as they
stood at the intersection of US
51 at the Middle Road. I would
have liked to have taken them
to the house for a good meal, a
round of conversation and a good
night's sleep . . . and an im-
promptu interview over WFUL
next morning, but I was leaving
in about 30 minutes for Jackson,
Tenn.
I hoped somebody else would.
I didn't have time to arrange any-
thing on such short notice, as
much as I would have liked to.
Next morning I passed the in-
tersection about 10 o'clock on my
way out to WFUL and much to
my surprise the boys were at the
same spot. A brief chat revealed
that darkness had caught up with
them at Fulton and they were un-
able to get a ride, so they walk-
ed over to nearby Foy's Court
and spent the night, and had just
returned to the corner for anoth-
er try. An hour later they were
gone.
Letters To Editor
FREE LANCE
Most of us yearn and long for
safety, comfort and security in
our old age, what price are we
willing to pay? Now is the accept-
ed time, thrift, save, save, save.
No one want's to be an act of
charity nor a burden on their
community, socialism is not the
answer. It has been tried from
time to time immemorial through-
out the world without success.
If I understand Websters Una-
bridged Dictionary and the Amer-
ican College Dictionary Socialism
and Communism have some re-
lation, we don't want either.
Don't give way to hate, if you
hate any one you can't win, in
return your adversary, if any,
may judge you in the same cate-
gory and standard, certainly not
any higher. Never cherish hate,
"Let the dead past bury its dead."
In private life avoid criticism
and arguments, who is a can't he
criticised? Only one perfect man
mentioned in our Holy Bible—
Jesus said: "Hhe that is without
not since our garments and household articles
were brand new—have they been this fresh
and crisp. They look so clean. Fabrics actually
have a sheen and body. Honestly our clothes
and househeld articles are beautiful—thanks
to Mycel Cleaning.
FACTS ABOUT MYCEL CLEANING
1. Has six tithes the cleaning power
of ordinary methods.
2. Is safe for the finest fabrics
3. Revives whites and colors
4. Gives fabrics a body and finish
Test Mycel Cleaning yourself and se* the difference
p14i44.cot .2aaadiut g el•amots
Member of American Institute of Laundering and National
Institute of Dry Cleaning
Phone 14 Fulton, Hy.
Does The Bible
16.CfITRADIC7' Itseif_24
You might think so, from the
variety of meanings people take
from it today.
Divorce and remarriage, for ex-
ample, is widely prevalent among
Christians. And some try to justify
it by Holy Scripture. Yet Jesus
said: -What God has joined to-
gether let no man put asunder"
( Mark 102-12) . And St. Paul tells
no: 'Tor the married woman is
bound by law while her husband is
alive. .. that a wife is not to depart
from her ItusbitA; and if she de-
parts she is to remain unmarried..."
(Rom. 7: 2-3)•
Confession as. priest is 'coifed
at by many Christians. —We confess
our sins to God," they say. But if
Jeans wanted as to cook= directly
and privately to God, why did He
mg In the Apoodes: "Receive ye
the Holy Ghost; whose sins ye remit.
they are remitted unto them; and
whose-sina ye retain they are re-
tainer (Jose 20: 21-23)1
The Bible says that Christ did
eseebileh a churTh. Pot He told his
Apostle Simon: "... thou art Peter,
arid upon this rock I will build My
chords, and the gates of hell shall
not prevail against it." But what
church is it? Did Christ mean that
just any church was His Clutch?
Or did He give His Church marks
by which an might recognise it?
AN Christians agree that faith in
Christ is absolutely essential to
salvation. Bet some believe that
faith is the cooly essential. Catholics
believe the words of Sr. Paul
that God "...will render to every
man according to his deeds" (Rom.
2:6) ... and the words of Jesus:
"Not every one that saith unto Me,
Lord. Lord, shall enter the kingdom
of heaven, but he that deeds the
My Father- (Marc 7:21).
Christians also rake from the
same words in the Bible, varied and
often conflicting opinions on many
things—for example: on the need
for and effects of Baptism, and the
real of symbolic Presence of Christ
in the Eucharist. Is it any wonder
that sincere people, trying to under-
stand what Christ meant to tell us,
are confused?
Catholics are often accused of
opposing the Bible This, of course,
is ridiculous, for the Catholic
Church is the mothe• of the Bible.
Alba Catholic teachings are some-
times called "unscriptural." which
will be found equally untrue by
any one who takes the trouble to
investigate.
We believe, in fact, theta correct
anderstanding of Catholic teaching
will convince you of this and bring
new joy and understanding to all
who truly seek Guist's way We
shall be happy to send you a free
pamphlet on several Bible ques-
tions commonly misunderstood by
many It will come in a plain wrap-
per ... andliobody will call on you.
Write for Pamphlet No. KC-42.
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county teachers acted as hostesses.
As each of the retired teachers
was introduced, she was present-
ed a Christmas corsage. Fourteen
retired teachers attended.
Mrs. Frank Taylor of Ridgely,
chapter, president, conducted the
business.
Mrs. John Bingham of Kenton
reviewed the history of the edu-
cation of women, tracing it from
the -Greeks to the present day.
She concluded her talk by giving
a brief biography of a few of the
outstanding 20th century women
educators in the United States.
Miss Maude V. Nelson. super-
intendent of Warne Baby Fold,
Bareilly. India, spoke of her work
as a nurse and missionary. Miss
Nelson was the guest of Mrs.
Patti Mae Fields of Fulton. Ken-
tucky
The next meeting of 'the soci-
ety will be held in March.
• CHESTNUT GLADE
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan •
The boys and gris were both
winners in the basket ball game
with Dresden at the local gym
Saturday night
Twelve members of the Chest-
Murray State College Announces Another
Large Grant From Science Foundation
Murray State College has re-
ceived a $85,900 grant from the
National Science Foundation for
a summer science institute, the
second such grant the college has
ieceived from the Foundation in
the last yeti r
Fifty high school and junior
school science teachers.
I Argely from the Miiisouth and
• Midwest will be selected for
study at the institute, which will
concide with the regular college
summer term June 18-Aug. 8.
The Foundation grant will cov-
er costs of tuition and other fees
for the teachers selected for the
institute as well as stip-ends of
$75 a. week. Additional allowances
of $15 a week fo: each dependent
will he provided.
Dr. Walter E. Blackburn, head
of the physical science depart-
ment at Murray and Dr. A. M.
Wolfson, head of biological sci-
ences, will be co-directors of tie
institute, the only one of its kind
to be conducted in Kentucky.
Delta Kappa Gamma
Honors Teachers
Alpha Eta chapter of Delta
Kappa Gamma, honor society for
women teachers, honored the re-
tired teachers of Obion, Lake and
Weakley counties Monday night,
Dec. 2nd, in the UTMB Home nut Glade home demonstration
Economics department. Weakley club attended the 100% luncheon
at the Gleason lunch room last
Saturday. The members who had
not mimed • meeting during 1957
were Carl Rogers, V .C. Simpson.
Edna Strong, Orrin Morrison,
Harvey Vaughn, Jim Burke, Ada
Rhodes. Paul Reams, Jimmie
Westbrook, others attending were
Mrs Lucy Gibbs, Mrs. Myrtle
Temple. J T. Simpson and Mrs.
L F Burke. The Chestnut Glade
secretary book was judged fourth
of the thirty one books.
The Chestnut Glade Club was
named a Master Club having
reached 21 of the 22 goals.
Mr. and Mrs. Garrett Brunelle.
from Nashville visited Mr. and
Mrs E I Brundige and other
relaUves during the week end
Mr. Charlie Brown was carried
to the Fulton Hospital Sunday
by a Jackson Bros. Ambulance
His condition remalns very crit-
ical.
Mrs. Ent Griffin has suffered
UtilitiatilKatilitillifillgOtogilltalgilitesemeratecataiettanatudancetautateta
a another attack of pneumonia.
I Mrs. Jimmie Brundige has nota been as well for the past several
sot days.
X Conirratulations to Mr and
Mrs. Rant aU Potts who were
LABOR on any make or model. tune-up, only $6.50 truirried recently they spent last I
week end with his parents Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Potts.
Several from this community
were at the tobacco Markets in
Merfield and Murray last week.
The air cured tobacco was not
as good as usual due to the ex-
cessive rain during the airing
season_ Most growers were pleas-
ed with the grade price but had
to sell at, a lower price due to
the unsound condition of the to-
bacco. However some received as
high as forty-five and one half
cents per pound which is a good
price.
Randy the small son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Taylor was painfully
injured Monday when he fell on
some stens while playing Several
latches were required on his face.
Christmas Specials
• FREE wheel balancing inspection
• FREE lubrication with every universal
Mat packIng and wheel packing job.
if Wash. polish, wax and vacuum-clean
es•-
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KIIMICAL SCHOOL LAUNCHED—Oround was brakes Dec. 10 for the University of Kentucky's pro-
posed new Colleges of Medicine and Dentistry buildings in Lexington. First unit to be constructed
will be a medical sciences building, followed by hospital (right halt of picture), dental building (far
left), ambulant patient building (left foreground), a power plant, and a small service building. Under
tentative Mans. lint medical and nursing students will enroU in fall of 1959.
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IT'S A GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey McGuire
of Wingo, Route 1, are the proud
parents of a five pound baby
girl, Jacquline Ann. born Dec. 6.
at 7 p. m. at Fulton Hospital
irs A GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. William Clark of
Pulton are the proud parents of
a five pound, 12 ounce baby girl.
Pamela Anne. born at 6:50 a. m.,
Dec. 9, at Jones Hospital.
IT'S A BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Williams,
Jr., of Fulton are the proud par-
ents of a son. Clye.e P. Williams.
III, born at 3 30 a m. Dec. 9. at
Jones Hospital. The baby weigh-
ed eight pounds, three ounces.
—
irs A BOY
Mr. and Mrs. James Lawson of
Fulton are the proud parents of
a son, born at 11:05 a. m.. Dec.
7 at Jones Hospital. The baby was
named James Edward Lawson,
Jr., and weighed nine pounds,
eight ounces.
an eight pound, six ounce baby
boy, born Dec. 8 at 11:05 a. m. at
Pulton Hospital.
irs A BOY IT'S A BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Ca4vin Dycuts of t Mr. and Mrs. Charles Reed of
Wingo are the proud parents of Fulton are the proud parents of
$8.50
We specialise in any kind of repair on ANY makelam
or model car!
KING MOTOR COMPANY
West Slate Line Phone 1267 Fulton. Ky.
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(ABOVE): Woman's slipper,
Sizes AA and It $6.50
(RIGHT) Man's slipper, Sizes
D only $7.50
on O si‘116 ILTime tostaas
-Dcuttgt Cinkeit
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(L E F T): Man's
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FRY'S SHOE STORE
220 Lak• Street — Fulton
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a nine pound baby boy, Ricky
Charles, born Dec. 8, at 3:50
p. m. at Fulton Hospital.
IT'S A BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby McCord of
Murray are the proud parents of
an eight pound, 13 ounce baby
boy, born at 5 p. m., Dec. 7, at
Hillview Hospital.
IT'S A GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ainley of
Fulton are the proud parents of
a seven pound, one ounce baby
girl, born on Dec. 5 at 5.30 a. m,
at Jones Hospital.
irs A BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lynch
of Fulton are the proud parents
of a baby boy born 3:58 a. m.
December 4, at Jones Hospital
the baby weight 7 pounds and 12
01.111Cal.
IT'S A BOY
Mr. and Mrs. William Collins
of Wingo are the proud parents
of a baby boy born December 3, an eight pound, eight ounce baby
at 7:30 p. m. at Jones Hospital. boy, born at 620 a. m., on Dec.
The baby weight 8 pounds and 19 at Mildew Hospital.
LIVED NEAR MAYSVILLE
John Chambers, Territorial
Governor of Lows, lived and prac-
ticed law in Washington near
Maysville.
OLD AND THE NEW
Phoenician tombs estimated to
be 3,000 years old have been un-
earthed by heavy construction
machinery at Rota. Spain, where
the U. 8. Navy is buecing a mod-
ern air-sea base.
10 ounces and was named David
1-kran'
IT'S A GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Jones of
Columbus are the proud parents
of a seven pound, 14 ounce baby
girl, born Dec. 6, at 6:15 p. m.,
at Jones Hospital. The baby was
named Linda Marie.
IT'S A BOY
Mr. and Mrs. S. T. Morris of
Fulton are the proud parents of
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Give WINE & LIQUOR
...The Gift That's Always Welcome
lt•ra-a. 
dr
"4-11, •
e..- a
Dec. 26th
On the day after Christmas.
And not at all strange.
Are the crowds flocking in
With their gifts to exchange.
Their socics are too large:
Their ties are too bright:
Their slippers are wrong;
Their shirts aren't tight.
They have too many pencils:
Their books they have read.
Or have two or a kind
And wish something instead.
Cn
Now I have no gripe,
For I make a good living
From people who give
And keep giving and giving.
But if you are arutions
And eager to learn
How to rive and be ewe
Your efts won't return.
For what ft is worth —
The suggestion is mine,
— Nobody brings back
Their liquor or wine.
I I P etevS
WINES
Phone 237
Sire
'?
• • •
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LIQUORS
442 Lake Street
0
Most Complete Stock In West Kentucky
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Diary of Doin's
By Mary Nelle Wright
Hear Mary-Nelle's program, "My Fair Lady" every
day on WFUL at 9:30 a.m., Monday through Friday.
"CHRISTMAS is for EVERYONE, but mostly for
CHILDREN." Yes, all of us have heard this — during
the years — and it's just as true today as it was in the
faraway past. There's no doubt that this emphasis on
children in our Yuletide observances stemmed from the
fact that Baby Jesus attracted the attention of children
and they gathered at the little cribs set up to commeno-
rate the first Christmas and perhaps without realizing
it, the children made Christmas their very own holiday
. and we, as adults, have never questioned children's
priority ... because we want the joyous Christmas tide
to be the HAPPIEST of ALL holiday seasons!
And with, Christmas just 14
days away-there's a "hustle and
s bustle"—EVERYWHERE! Most
of the conversation centers a-
round the question, "Are you
READY the ICieristmast” Well,
Your Diarist ISN'T! But each
morning I resolve to DO some-
thing about it—and NOT wait
until the last minute. There's NO
doubt that the SP HIT of Christ-
mas is in my heart—but I've
found NO time for the practic-
Pie side.
LOVELY Christmas pro-
gram last Sunday afternoon at
the Baptist Church, which was
presented by the Music Depart-
ment of the Woman's Club was
such an inspirational one. Some-
times I wonder if those of us
who attend these annual pro-
grams realize the time and effort
spent by the members of our club
in order to give the public an
afternoon of Christmas music. It
was such a joy to hear the pro-
gram Sunday and we hope that
you may of heard our broadcast
from WFUL. And we are happy
to present a re-broadcast on
Christmas Div at 2:30 in the
afternoon.
Monday night several friends
of the Clarks, Ted and Linnie,
stopped by their house on Pearl
Street for a delightful evening.
And the INSPIRATION for the
Moe occasion . . . Dr. and Mrs.
Arthur Larson of Chicago and
Mrs. Sam Simpson of Birming-
ham. We'll dispense with such
FORMALJTY, because the doctor
and his lovely lady are Arhtur
and Mary Leone to us. And Mrs.
Simpson is Mary Leone's mother.
They are very dear friends of the
Clarks as Arthur and Ted work-
ed together in the engineering
field for many years previous to
Ted's retirement.
The interesting couple were en-
route to Birmingham which is
Mrs. Sunpsion's home. From there,
the Lamont; will continue their
trip which will be to Florida for
a visit with friends — and on to
the Bahamas for the Christmas
holidays!
The evening at the Clarks was
spent seeing beautiful slices of
trips to Mexico and Florid& that
Arthur and Mary Leone have
made. Arthur "narrated the trip"
via the beautiful pictures in such
a delightful way that all of the
guests really felt that WE had
made the trip, too.
We were so happy to visit brief-
ly with Thelma Russell of Okla-
homa City who is a guest of her
brother, Joe Davis and his wife
Ellen. Others who enjoyed the
evening were Elizabeth and
Harvey Caldwell, Mary Ste.
herd, Clarice Thorpe, Nora Al-
exander, Nell Fall and Dudley
Morris.
Your Diarist — always running,
like the Red Queen in Alive
in Wonderland — left the party
early but with many pLeksant
thoughts about ALL of her
GOOD friends—there at Ted and
Linnie's!
Al Benedict was honored with
a surprise "going away" party
recently when a group of his
friends gave a delightful dinner-
party at the Derby Cafe. Al and
his mother and dad left Fulton
Friday for Fort Collins, Colo.
where they will make their home.
Those attending were: Allen
Benedbct, the honoree, Ladd
Stokes, Tommy Carney, Charles
Rice, Mike Calllharn, Jim Bur-
ton, Lynn Newton, Barry Adams,
Sandra Williams, Judy Burton,
Katy Brown, Wanda Kash, Su-
san Stokes, Ophelia Speight,
Lynn Huebert, Billy Lynch of
Massolin. Ohio, and Mr. and Mrs.
Nelson Tripp.
Al's friends presented him with
a nice leather travel kit.
Our congratulations go to
former Fulton boy, Edwin Ham-
let, son of Mr. and Mrs. Clifton
Hamlet of Jackson. who was re-
cently pledged to Alpha Tau O-
mega social fraternity at Union
University in Jackson. Young
Hamlet is studying voice on a
scholarship and is a member of
the Union University Chorus.
And speaking of trips—we DO
believe that Ellen and Joe Davis
lead such interesting lives be-
cause they're always going SOME-
WHERE—just like last week—
they returned from a trip to
Texas end Oklahopia. 41 Texas
they visited their eon, Dr. Joe
Davis and his wife Marilyn at
their home in Grand Prairie
Which is actually a suburb 'of
Dallas. The Doctor, you know is
'stationed there with the U. S.
Air Force. But ere long. Dr. Joe
will have completed his tour of
duty with the Air Force—and he'll
be thinking of a place to start
his career in the field of medic-
ine. But wherever Dr. Joe Is—
ere KNOW he'll make a REAL
contribution to his profession.
On the "senior- Davis' return
home they stopped in Oklahoma
City for a visit with Joe's sister.
Thelma Russell and they were so
happy to have her return home
with them for a visit You may
well know that there have been
many gay parties given in honor
of Thelma including a luncheon
for Thelma and everyone had a
nice time. Your Diarist thinks a
Miss Loraine Fields, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Fields,
reigned as Queen of the South
Fulton Red Devil football team
the past season.
. visit trom a person l!ke Thelma
Rtesell It.!::e ole home town—
gives us just the L-FT that we
NEED And we regret that she
had to return to the Oklahoma
city Wednesday of this week.
Elsie Weeks has been "shining"
on her home on Trani Street for
over a WEFK now in preparation
for the return of the one and
only Weeks CHILD, Mary Davis
Dicken and hubby, Lieut. John
Dicken who WW arrive in Fulton.
mine F'dday. And Elsie isn't the _r
ONLY one who has had IRONS V
In the FIRE because Mr. Louis
has been the ensieet one, too
whit with REFIN-SHINO ALL I
kinds of wood etc. getting ready il
for Clustmaal Isn't it a Wonder-
ful season — the time when
EVERYONE comes H0117"
V
Mr. and Mrs. E C. Underwood
and children, Charles, Nancy and g
Vicky of Memphis spent Wednes-
day and Thursday in Melton vis-
iting R. D. Patrick and Miss g
Leola Patrick.
Miss Melinda Powell and William Haws
Hailer Will Be Married December 29th
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Powell of
Fulton are announcing the en-
gagement and approaching mar-
riage of their daughter, Miss
Melinda Powell to William Haws
(Bill) Hatler, son of Mr. and Mrs.
George Hatler, also of Fulton.
Miss Powell was graduated
from Fulton High School in 1956,
as an honor student, and attend-
ed George Peabody College for
Teachers at Nashvill- for one
year. She is a talented vocalist
and worked this past summer as
a counselor at a Girl Scout Camp.
Mr. Haller was graduated also
in 1958 from Fulton High School,
where he was a member of the
football squad. He is now employ-
ed at McDonald Aircraft in St.
Louis.
The candlelight wedding cere-
mony will take place on Sunday,
Dec. 29, at 4:30 p. m., at the First
Baptist Church. The Rev. John
Laida, pastor, will officiate.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
reception that will follow immed-
iately in the church parlor.
Miss Martha Carolyn Gill and Mr. George
Kennedy Will Be Married December 29th
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Gill of
McConnell announce the engage-
ment of their daughter, Miss
Martha Carolyn Gill Li Mr.
George Kennedy of Martin and
Chicago, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Kemp Kennedy of Martin.
The wedding will take place in
the Methodist Chapel, Martin, on
Sunday, December 29, at 230 p.
m.
Miss Gill is the granddaughter
of the late Mr. and Mrs. T. J.
Russell of near McConnell and
Mrs. G. T. Gill of Martin and
the late Mr. G. T. Gill.
She was graduated from South
Fulton High School in the grad-
uating class of 1957. She is em-
ployed by the General Telephone
Company of Martin.
The bridegroom-elect is the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Tony
Jackson of Martin and Mrs. J.
H. Kennedy of Martin and the
late Mr. J. H. Kennedy.
He was graduated from Mar-
tin High School and served three
11
BREAKS HIP
Mrs Mary Trees suffered a I
fracture of her right hip in a fall
here last Thursday and was taken
to Campbell's Clinic in Memphis. I
1
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Wednesday - Thursday, Dec. 18 - 19
Shop In Fulton
• A brand-new service station
• Brand- new facilities
• Brand new building
Be sure to register opening days
For These FREE Prizes
1. Two automobile tires, size 670x15.
($50 value).
2. Radio
3. A dressed turkey
4. A dressed turkey
We will have favors for the kids
• Faster, better service
• Spotless, new rest rooms
• Come visit us, look around!
OPENING DAYS SPECIAL!
FREE
With each purchase of eight gallons
of Texaco gasoline on either of our
opening days, a
Free Marfak Lubrication Job
(Lubrication can be given anytime up
to Feb. 20, 1958!)
White Way Service Station
Located on US 45 E (Martin Highway) in
the 3ams cld location we have been in for
the past 11 years.
JOHN E. BARD, PROP.
Texaco Products — Goodrich tires — Mar-
falc Lubrication.
Registered re3t that Fre new, clean,
roomy and heated.
TELEPHONE 9745
11111111111tiltatilltilltatilltlININNEllet
years with the Army Security
Agency, two years of which were
spent in Korea and Japan. He is
presently attending the Coyne
Electric School of Chicago.
No invitations are wing sent
but friends of the families are
invited to attend.
HOMEMAKERS SCHEDULE
Rush Creek, Dec. 10, Mrs. Lar-
ry Cardwell, 10:30; Cayce,
Dec. 10, Mrs. Parnell Gar-
rigan, 10:30; Brownsville, Dec. 11,
Mrs. Louis Langford, 10:30; Mont-
gomery, Dec. 12, Mre, Stephen
Cito, 1030; Bennett, Dec. 12, Mrs.
L. P Carney, 10.30; Sylvan Shade
Dec. 12, Mrs. M. C. Roper, 10:30;
Crutchfield, Dec. 12, Derby Cafe,
10:30; Palestine, Dec.. 13, Com-
munity House, 10:30; Victory, Dec.
17, Derby Cafe, 10:30; Fulton, Dec.
18, Cumberland Presbyterian
Church, 10:30; Hickman, Dec. 18,
Club-Room, 10:30; Western, Dec.
20, Mrs. Bert Yarbro, Jr., 10:30.
DR. BAIRD SPEAKS
Dr. D. M. Baird, Fulton dentist,
was the first speaker in a newly-
inaugurated vocational guidance
program at South Fulton High
School, begun last week.
BEN FRANKLIN
Headquarters For
Christmas Decorations
and Wrapping Material"
SEALS AND TAGS
You Need For Every Gift
Small Seals-60 of 4 different designs in
package _
String Tags-10 of 2 different designs in
package
Seals and Cazds--415 assorted pieces In
package
Tags. Seala, Etc.-125 asserted pieces in
package 
10c
10c
10c
25c
GIFT WRAPPINGS — CHRISTMA9 RIBBONS
in Bright Assortment of Colors!
Facil Fab-4 spools in box. 3/16" wide. 150'-180' long 49c
Fed i Fab—triple hanks. 7/16" wide, 30' to 38' in box 25c
Crinkle Tie--jumbo spool—'s"wide and 90' long 25c
Facil Fab—jumbo spool-3/16" wide and 90' long 25c
Tinsel Ribbon-3/16" wide and 21 long  _ 10c
Facil Fab-3/16" wide and 30' long ___ 113c
Facil Fab-5/8" wide and 20 to 25' long 25c
GLISTENING LEAD FOIL ICICLES-22-in. length.
1-oz. package or 26-in. length. 3'4-oz.
package
PLASTIC WONDER SPRAY SNOW
solidifies into fluffy harmless snow.
2 size cans
10c, 25c
— White mist
49c and 79c
MINIATURE ORNAMENTS — 1-in. use, 12 in box.
Choice of colors 29c
FILIGREE BF-T-IS — Bright finished plastic, 5 in
package. assorted colors 49c
FANCY ORNAMENTS — Choice Oi styba. shapes,
colors , 10c to 49c
BEN FRANKLIN IENIE111.=.11Ea
(r2
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BOX CARDS
16 for 29c
32 for 59c
50 for $1.111
as 7111 IV NJ as as76as as as X1111010 XIX
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1 INDOOR TREE LIGHTS
a
*g I 8-Light looped series sets, assorted
* 5
* 1a
a
i color bulbs, UL approved (c-6) 79c
a 7-Light multiple strings, assorted color
V bulbs, UL approved (c-7)
I 1 
$1.29
1 1A *
1a 11a
a
Miniature Christmas Trees
Green
White
Pink
aV
a
a
a
aV
aI
a
a
a
a
•
1
a
a
a
a
— Ideal for the table !
V
V
A
A
Stand included.
$1.29
$1.99
__ $2.69
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LOCAL
BEN FRANKLIN
NATIO 'Ng A EY KNOWN
FULTON, KY.lummowmaimmiewesommmmmwmppleimmixorww.mmammmmmmammemmmmmewmapiesismemetar ej.aassesejesasisr.ijsassjijijmaimmesmammmmmgamwmaimmmommmm.mmaimmissom
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Mrs. Agnes Cochran
Honored With Shower
A pink and blue shower was
given Friday night, November 29,
for Mrs. Agnes Cochran by Mrs.
Clayburn Peeples in her home.
The hostess served a delicious
dessert plate to the following:
Mrs. Jimmie Edwards, Mrs. Mo-
nette Dycas, Mrs. James Faulk-
ner, Mrs. Lero Elliott, Mrs. Em-
mer Lue Cochran, Mrs. Seldon
Peeples, Mrs. Billie Joe Peeples,
Mrs. Billie Joe Speight, Mrs. Shir-
ley Clay, Miss Norma Hendon,
Miss Betty Lue Cochran, Mrs. Joe
Peeples, Mrs. Cleo Peeples, and
the honoree, Mrs. Anges Cochran.
Those sending gifts were: Mrs.
Edgar Bell, Mrs. Maynard Daw-
son, Mrs. Billy Westmoreland,
Mrs. R. L. Matthews, Mrs. Fines
Ussery, Mrs. Hugh Barnes, Mrs.
Wanda Hawks, Mrs. Bud Stem
and Marlene, Mrs. Winstead, Ger-
dene and Judy, Mrs. Lucy Clay,
Mrs. J. G. Plant, Mrs. Geneva L.
Hill, Mrs. Joyce Davis, Mrs. Gard-
ner Mullinicks and Mrs. Cath-
erene Thompson.
Counce And Council
Officially Installed
When you're elected to the City
Council in South P'ultori. Tenn
mime there's little delay in gett-
ing you in the saddle
The new city officials, elected
last week, were sworn in lest
Monday night (six days later) and
went to work.
On the Kentucky side of the
community the new Mayor and
Council elected November 5. will
not officially take office until
January
South Fulton Mayor Milton
Counce began his fourth term on
Moneay. and will be muted by
the following councilmen.
Bobby Matthews. Floyd Ded-
mon. Eugene Copeland. Leon
flutchena, Arthur Matheny, and
Dr H W Connoughton.
Joe Strange. Discharged.
Is Horne For Holidays
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Strange and
daughter. Jennifer, have arrived
In Fulton for a nett through the
Christmas horidays with his
mother. Mrs. lloward Strange
and sister. Ann
Strange received his discharge
from the U. 8. Air Force on De-
cember
•
"Hot Flashes Stopped„
or strikingly relieved
les 4340%* ft4 maim In (hectors Noes
• If you're miserable
from the "hot
Sashes." and accom-
panying irritable
restless fee of
'change of azilitie" —
you may be suffering
unnecessarily!
•Por .. testi be
doctors Lydia
Pinkham's Com-
poundand Tabbies
uiht relief from
such functionally-
caused suffering to
13% and SOS (respectively) of the
women testadl Complete or etrLting
roast f
Yes! Research has proved them
medicines thoroughly modern fa
action ... has shown you where to
look for relief from those distressing,
nervous, "out of sorts" feelings or
mid-life "change"!
So get Lydia E. Plnitham's Vege-
table Compound—or new. Improved
Tablets with added iron! (Wonder-
ful. too, For Ui. tctloaal pains o
witsurtrue/ perio4s-) -
it wan thread* a Immesh
enj11111 ammodbiair sirana
S. relive* distrese eir dune
awful "beet irereel
-
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UT Of Martin Making Great Strides In
Expansion, Enrollment Of Students
By James Dallas
Student, University of Tenn.
Martin Branch
The University of Tennessee,
Martin Branch, in view of the
ever increasing number of stu-
dents enrolling in college, is now
involved in an extensive program
of expansion. U. T. M. B. has
been offering the students of this
area an unexcelled opportunity
to get a college education; and is
now expanding facilities, so as to
offer this opportunity to more
people. -
This year marked the comple-
tion of the new Women's Resident
Hall, a four level structure erect-
ed to increase and improve hous-
ing facilities for women students.
This was made necessary by the
rapid growth of U. T. M. B., which
has been enlarging at the rate
of one hundred students per year.
Another result of this growth is
the new Administration Building,
now under construction
It will be a three level build-
ing, costing approximately $700,-
000. It will house, in addition to
the administrative offices, the de-
partments Of Education, Business
Administration, English, and
Home Economics. The building
will be air-conditioned, face to-
ward the center of the campus,
and completed by January of
1959.
This year also marked the first
year U. T. M. B. has offered a
four year course in Education, in
addition to the Agriculture and
Home Economics degree pro-
grams. Although this was the first
expansion of curriculum, it cer-
tainly is not the last. The next
probable exteension of curriculum
is that of BoAness Administration,
which now offers a fine two year
course at U. T. M. B.
There is also available two year
courses in Liberal Arts and En-
gineering, complete with co-op
plan.
In addition to these material
attributes, there are any number
of indefinite, but always present,
factors making U. T. M. B. a very
likeable place. The cheerful atti-
tude of the students, the help-
fulness of the instructors, and
the appreciatively friendly treat-
ment of the townspeople all add
up to make U. T. M. B. a fine
college to attend. I know; I go
there!
HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
the local hospitals Wednesday
morning December 11.
JONES HOSPITAL
Mrs. Willard Outland, Wingo:
Mrs Tom Trovow. Rickman; Mrs.
Ray Adams. Martin; Mrs E. C.
Wayne. Clinton; Mrs. Clyde Wil-
liams Jr. and baby, Mrs Ray
Jones and baby, Mrs. William
Clark and baby, Mrs. James Law-
son and baby. Milk George Hes-
ter, Mrs. Maggie Johnson, Mrs
111laabeth Davis, Mrs. Sam
Howell. and Mrs. Tllman Cooley
all of Fulton.
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mr. and Mrs S. A. Waggoner.
Cayce: Mrs Bobby Joe McCord
and baby. Murray: Lauerne
Morgan. Wingo: Daphine Mathis.
Martin: Gladys fialtman, Clin-
ton: Ethyl Calhoun, Dukedom:
Z Q Winters, Hickman: Carol-
ine* Hales, Jame. Browder. Mrs.
Hattie Mann, Guthrie Luther,
Curtis Thurman. Lentils Dodson.
Ram Reed. Beartice Sheaf fey.
Mrs Vert le Lowe. Elzada Pukher.
Silts V Daniels. Willie Mae
Lester, Ruthie Morris and baby,
Janice Newbern and Mrs. Otna
Watts all of Fulton.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Charlie Bowen. Martin - Claude
Locke. Clinton: Mrs. Elbert Win-
stead Deaden: Mr. and Mn.
Billv Glenn Jackson, Ciintcm;
Dud Wiley, Wingo; Miss Opal
Elrod, Water Valley; Mrs. Aubrey
McGuire and baby, Wingo; Mrs.
Oder Warren, Dukedom, Mn.
John McClanahan, Crutchfield,
Luther Picken, Wingo; IL T.
Henley Columbus; Mr. and Mrs.
Veld Watts. W11110: Kra. Dana
Coleman. Mayfield: J. R. Nelbery.
Water Valley; Mrs- Jack Kerr,
Columbus; Mrs. R.. V. Putnam
Sr.. Mrs Dec Adams. Floyd Win-
ston. C W. Burrow, J. 0. Lewis,
Mrs. Carrel Johnson, Nancy Wil-
liams, lats. Laura T. Vaughn,
Guy Dingle.. B B Stephens. Mrs.
Jamie Wade. Mrs Glenn Walker,
Mrs J T Travis and Mrs. Mae
Fry all of Fulton.
al—THE BREEZY CAFE
is now under the management
of
ilarrfand Nina Freeman
GRAND OPENNG FRIDAY, DEC. 13,
At 8:00 A. M. Will Be
THE BREEZY
Open from 7:00 A. M. to 12 Midnight
Seven Days a Week.
For the best in home cooked meals at the
lowest possible prices we invite you to
come out and visit US.
CAFE
Highway 45-W-51 Union City Highway
tmeamissaramormassamossamasimeas
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Chestnut Glade Honor
Roll Is Announced
The Chestnut Glade honor roll
for the second six weeks was an-
nounced last week end by Mrs.
Mignone Morrison. To be eine-
ble a pupil must average 95 per-
cent. The honor roll follows:
Third grade—Paula Howard,
Wanda, Castleman, and Gary
Roach.
Fourth grade--Linda Nanney
and Larry Parrish.
Nancy Allen. David Reed and
Clary Jones.
Sixth grade — Fairra Finch,
Suzanne Rogers Betty Hender-
son and Billy Copeland.
Seventh grade—Brenda Wheat,
Adell Gibson and Betty Wilson.
Eighth grade — Sherry Wade
and Kenneth Allen.
eie
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THE GREATEST MEAT
SHOW ON EARTH
The International Livestock
Exposition and Shows mean just
that . . . The Greastest Meat
Show on Earth.
At the International, every kind
of meat animal is shown to per-
fection. I have had the opportun-
ity of attending these events for
the last 7 years and believe me,
it is worth the time and money
to see some of the exhibits and
shows. Just being in the spacious
buildings make you feed very
small and unimportant. It is like
a Giant County Fair without a
midway.
I think one of the most out-
standing events of the week is
the selection of the Grand Cham-
pion steer. The most facinating
event is the National shearing
Contest which is held the last
day of the show. In the steer
show, a tense moment is when
the judge is looking over the
three breed champions for the
grand champion animal. I believe
you could hear a mouse walk
everything is so quiet. Then the
judge selects his choice in what
the horse race folks call a photo-
finish. It is really something to
see and if you ever get the chance
don't miss the selection of the
champion steer held Tuesday
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Now as to the National Shear-
ing Contest I know more about
that because for the last six years
I have been one of the official
time keepers. There are eight in
all that actually keep time and
eight who record time. Here the
nations top shearers compete for
the national honor cif Champion
Sheep Shearer of the Unite4
States. The 4H Champion is also
chosen during this contest.
•I‘le best time this year was
just under 2 minutes. This is
really dewooling the flock. There
is more to the contest than just
speed. There are judges for four
phases of the contest and their
job is to judge, second cuts of
wool, condition of the fleece,
handling of the animal, and con-
dition of the animal after the
wool has been shorn. These points
The Fulton News, Thursday, December 12, 1957 Page 5
are all graded by different judges
and they use separate score cards
so that no one knows just what
the other one is doing. Each judge
is an expert in the field he is
judging. The scores are computed
by Certified Public Accountants
and they give us the winner.
FIRST SINKING
Two American destroyers. the
Panning and Nicholson, operating
off the coast of Scotland, depth
charged, shelled and sunk the
German sub 0-58 November 17,
1917, marking the first sinking.
of an enemy sub by U. S. War-
ships.
PORK LOINS
SUPER RIGHT WHOLE OR HALF
lb. 49c
Pork Loin Roast
Bacon (
Bacon
Hams
Super Right All Good
Fancy, lb. 50e 0 Sliced
Super Right Rendles*
TM:* Sliced
Super Right 12 to 115
Smoked I Lb. Avg.
2
Shank
Port.
Cut 33c1End. 43c7-Rib LoinLB.
Lb 49° Sausage Super Right Pork 2 75eCountry Style
Pkg. 7
090 Rib Roast Super Right 1st 5-Ribs aBeef I 7 In. Cut Lb. 794Ub. 
Lb
 49' Fish Sticks Cap'n John 10-0z.a,190Fried
Celery
• •
Oranges JuicyF iorida
Apples Red Deliciousor Winesap
FloridaTangerines
• S •
8
4
Lb.
Bag
Bag
JUMBO 24 SIZE
• • • • • 
Stalk 19PASCAL
49°
494
39c
Apples
Xmas Trees
Brazil Nuts
Extra Fancy
Red Delicious
Halverson
(White 1.99)
In the
Shell
6 Large .290Apples a
Green
1-Lb. 
44?Cello Bag
Peaches A .CLI•NG • •HALVES• •& P CALIFORNIA. . 
Beverages Yukon Club 
24-0:
(Plus Sot. Dap.) a Sots.
Off )". p,ur.2Preserves(' Blackberry
Pineapple Juice
Tomato Juice
GrapefruitJuice A
Grape Juice
Del
Manta
A a
A IL
3
r 2
• P2
Lb.
Jar
294
554
40-0: 100
Cane I
46-0s. A 9it
Cane mir
46-02. A 9g
Cans uir
24-01- •1294:
Bottle ar•
THIS YEAR GIVE FOOD
JANE PARKER LIGHT
Fruit Cake 14 Lb. 1.811 
L.b. 395
Cake
S-Lb. LSS
FANCY HOLIDAY ASSORTMENT
Cheese Box (
CRESTWOOD ASSORTED
Chocolates
SOUTHERN STAR READY-TO-SERVE
Canned Ham
Is I SOX
Var. I 29'
4 SexLb. 199
4 CareLb. 349
Crisco
Churngold
Blue Ribbon
Northern
Blue Dot Duz
Comet Cleanser
Camay Soap
Blue Cheer
Lettuce
SHORTENING
S-Lb. Can ale
Margarine
Table
Napkins
Toilet
Tissue
1-1-S
Can
1-Lb.
0th.
Pkg
of SO
37c
31c
10c
4 P°11. 37c
s0-0s. 79c20-Ox. 5 O
Pkg.
Off 
Deal 2
 
22-0z.
Cans arn
Reg. glee 2
Pink
Lg.
Pkg
Bare 21c
33c 77c
19c Head
•
3
Pear Halves
Fruit Cocktail
Sauer Kraut A a P
29-0Z.
CANS 85`
29-0s. 0, 90
Cans tiP
30-0z. 1 00
Cans
16-0s. 750
Cans a
iSultans Gold.. 16-0...Corn Whole Kernel a s* Cans a
Tomato Ketchup A. 2 39°
100% Filled Candy::: 35°
Hard Mix Candy LR.::::. 1:::25°
Worth 12 0: 4290
More Box
Bartlett
Smetana
French Creams
3
3
3
dexo Shortening v.::trae...3.79°
Domino Sugar Confectioners 4 Li 2 1-Lb. 290or Brown
WISCONSIN CHEDDAR 
Boxes
Longhorn Cheese
ovum A0
LB.
Midget Cheddars(Z.M:b3"
Eggs med. doz. 55c
ICED AND SPICED
Spanish Bar Cake
(Reg. 39c) 01
Each
Blackberry Pie Pjaarnke r
Coffee Cake j:;tee PFal rlikeedr
Ea
I Reg
39c
49e
33°
Hipolite Marshmallow Creme
Pk g
Tidy Home Sandwich Bags of 80 25c
Marshmallow Fluff eui:r.es 25c
Kitchen Charm Wax Paper 1°;,).,FI L 21c
Jar 2sc
PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT., DEC. 14
ASAMICA'S "AMOS? 1.000 WAILER .. SPOCII ISS4
rood Stores
mu mans II NMI 11111 mann
Bushel Cortland Apples MI
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PRETTY SIDELINE
Sapphires and rubies have been
made as a sideline at the Naval
Ordnance Laboratory, Silver
'Spring, Md., by scientists "grow-
ing" metal oxide cristals for use
In the brains of guided missiles.
Go to Church Sunday
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I SWINE PRODUCERS
17
a 
i FEEDERS COURSE SET
4 ri FOR JANUARY 14
R 4 A program to bring to commer-
Farm News, Meetings, Events
(Ed's note: the following in/or/nation, supplied Tilt NEWS
by the USDA, ASC, nearby County Agents and agricultural
agencies will be of special interest to progressive farmers in the
Ken-Tenn areal:
A 
Personality
R •
4 HOSIERY
a
I Pairs For
a
i C3t 414°P
3
REGULAR VALUE:
60 gauge, 15 denier . $1.15
Seamless, 15 denier $1.15
FRY'S SHOE STORE
220 Lake Street Fulton
4 county agents, packer representa-
tives and others.
Enrollment will be limited, it
was stated, and those interested
in attending the course were ad-
I
cial and prebred swine producers,
latest information available, cov-
ering all phases of swine produc-
tion, will be offered at the Ten-
nessee Swine Producers' and
Feeders' Conference, scheduled at
the Armory, Clarksville, January
14-15.
The short course is sponsored
by departments of the University
of Tennessee, Tennessee Livestock
Association, Tennessee Packers,
Inc., Clarksville; and two bank-
ing institutions of Clarksville —
the Northern Bank of Tennessee
and First National Bank.
In the announcement, speakers
were listed from the University of
Tennessee, Auburn, Purdue, Ohio
State University, as well as pure-
bred swine producers, State De-
partment of Agriculture specal-
ists, livestock association officers,
vised to send in requests' for re-
gistration immediately to William
P. Tyroll, associate animal hus-
bandman, Morgan Hall, U-T
Farm, Knoxville. Total registra-
tion fee will be ten dollars, of
which five should be sent with
the registration application.
Sessions will start at 8:34)
o'clock, Tuesday morning, Janu-
ary 14, and a banquet will be held
that night, it was announced.
GUERNSEY COW
MAKES RECORD
A registered Guernsey cow,
Willow Wildes Noble Treasure
owned by Burnette and Hixson
Fulton, Kentucky, has completed
an official production record in
the Herd Improvement Registry
division of the American Guern-
sey Cattle Club.
This record was for 8,504
pounds of milk and 435 pounds
of fat. "Treasure", was a junior
two year-old, and was milked
two times daily for 305 days
while on test.
This official production record
was supervised by University of
Kentucky.
INTERCITY BUSES ARE ESSENTIAL
ELEMENT NOW IN AMERICAN TRAVEL
The sleek, diesel-powered in-
tercity bus is the sole public
-Farrier linking millions of
Americans to the rest of the
nation. In fact, buses provide
the only public transportation
to and from more than 40,000
United States communities, says
the National Geographic Soci-
ety.
Some 25,000 highway giants
served the travel needs of an
estimated 275 million passeng-
ers last year. This huge volume
makes the bus lines the most
heavily patronized of the na-
d tion's long-distance carriers.
Only railroads — with short-
if I haul commuter traffic includ-
' 1, ed — top the buses in total
' passenger traffic.
Stagecoach Tradition
Drivers of the buses like to
Happy-up
your
home parties
with this
colorful
($2.00 VALUE)
only
69c
when you buy
ONE CARTON
OR A CASE OF
Coca Oda!
Karsosoasa SERVINO occaasortv —All-metal tray,
beautifully decorated in full color. Big handy 18% a 13%
inches. So party-perfect ... such a thrifty buy... you'll
want to pick up several at your neighborhood food store.
TV get-togethers, buffet suppers, an evening of friendly
conversation. . . whenever you're "doing the honors" at
home, you can count on a trayful of Coke to add something
special to the fun! So good to taste, in such good taste...
serving Coca-Cola is the nicest way to treat your friends,
the friendliest way to greet a neighbor.
we. Mama anneall Wes. IIIIIP de AMMON EMI
SIGN OF GOOD TAM
Bottled under authority of the C ,ca-Cola Company By The Fu/ ton Coca-Cola Bottlng Co., Inc
think of their vehicles as des-
cendents of the early stay,-
coaches. Themselves they ident-
ify with the hardy breed of
drivers — historic figures like
Charley Parkhurst and Hank
Monk — who overcame balky
horses, perilous roads, and
bands of gunmen to bring pas-
sengers safely to their destina-
tions. In the face of today's
chief menace, accident-ridden
highways, the carefully trained
drivers have chalked up a
phenomenal safety record —
approximately one fatality per
100 million passenger miles.
A close-knit lot, modern dri-
vers always wave to each other
in passing, even when they
work for competing lines. More
than mere camaraderie is in-
volved, however, when buses
flash their lights upon meet-
ing. One flash means Look out,
police in vicinity: two flashes
mean Everything 0. K.
Bus travel has come k long
way in a short time. Grey-
hound, one of the earliest and
now the largest of the inter-
city companies, began opera-
tions during World War I with
only five jitneys. Early patrons
had to content themselves with
dingy terminals, uncertain sche-
dules, and frequent transfers.
Now, however, all is changed
and a traveler can board a
bus in New York and debark
from the same vehicle in San
Francisco only 82 hours later
Highway Revolution
New developments are revol-
utionizing. highway travel. An
increasing number of runs fea-
ture chic hostesses who, like
their sisters of the air lines,
devote themselves to the well-
being of their passengers. En-
gineering research has produc-
ed a smoother, quieter ride.
Air conditioning is Standard
equipment. Special panoramic
views are afforded by vehicles
such as the deck-and-a-half
Scenicruiser.
But probably the world's
most impressive bus is Conti-
nental Trailways' "Go Id en
Eagle" — a German-built lux-
ury cruiser running between
Dallas and Houston. It is the
first of a fleet expected soon
to interlace the country. Among
the "Golden Eagle's" features
reserved colour seats, free
snacks,...--b a c k ound music,
washroom facilities, and an ob-
servation lounge.
Even more impressive are the
mechanical advances , incorpor-
ated into the new bus. Power
is supplied by a 280 horsepow-
er turbo-charged diesel engine
called the "Whisper" because
of its soundless operation. A
special six speed transmission
is controlled by an electronic
gearshift; a new hydraulic lev-
eling device eliminates body
may, even on sharp turns at
high speed. Hank Monk and
Charley Parkhurst would be
proud.
SEVEN A YEAR
The average number of tropical
storms which can be expected
during a year is seven, according
to statlatics compiled by the
Navy's Hurricane Hunters. How-
ever, only half of these storms
develop into full hurricanes dur-
ing the season from June to De-
cember.
CUMBERLAND BASTILLE
The State Penitentiary at Eddy-
vIlle often called the "Castle on
the Cumberland," received its
first prisoners in 1885.
Racoon Has Own Christmas Tree
Photo ( awed.. Aleftwoel Raranyys
WHO WOULDN'T GRIN? jasper, a celebrated racoon who lives at a
fishing camp along the Trans-Continental tine of the Canadian National
Railways in Northern Ontario, has his own Christmas tree this year and
he likes it. What racoon wouldn't grin when he finds that guide Jack
Wilkinson has decorated the tree with all the routine trinkets plus •
liberal amount of bacon rind of which racoons are especially fond. Jasper
is the racoon who made headlines a couple of years ago when he failed
to win a race crossing the tracks at Government Park, Ont. as the -Super-
Ccntinental" came along. The train clipped his tail off and tossed him
into a snow drift He has fully recovered as this picture shows, INS
Marines Seek College
Grads For OCS Course
The Marine Corps will accept
700 college graduates for its first
two 1958 Officers Candidate
Courses, it*was announced today
by T/Sgt. Jack Vohel, of the
Marine Corps Recruiting Sub-Sta- •
tion at Post Office Building, Pa-
ducah, Kentucky.
The Officer Candidate Course
provides an important segment of
all new officers entering the
Marine Corps each year. It is held
periodically at the Marine Corps
Schools, Quantico, Va., and lasts
10 weeks. A second lieutenant's
commission in the. Marine Corps
Reserve follows the successful
completion of this training.
Sgt. Vohel said the 21st Offker
Candidate Course will begin Jan.
13, 1958, and have a planned en-
rollment of 510. The 22nd OCC,
with 190 enrollments, is schedul-
ed to start the following March
31.
Upon commissioning at the
completion of OCC training, the
new officers are assigned to Basic
School at Quantico.
SUSAN'S GRAVE
In Smith's Grove Cemetery is
the crave of &Stan Madison, sit-
ter of Patrick Henry.
hristian
Science Heals
"GOD DOES
NOT AFFLICT"
Wirt% M70 Kt.) n %today iliad
filliMitaffiffitiMilifillitiMitglinallatlif et at et sk dindliddildatlitedatalfaMetaltsh.
•
Large Assortment
ALL STEEL TRUCKS
Gene Autry, Ranger
DOUBLE HOLSTER SETS
EDUCATOR DOMINO BLOCKS
Plastic Carrying ('ass'
DOCTOR, NURSES KIT
olor Changing. Large Size
SPINNING TOP _ _
Service for 4
30-pc. TEA SET
Official Sire and Weight
BASKETBALL
Authentic Scale
21-pc. GRAY CAVALRY SET _
With Darts and Pistol
NIKE TARGET SET
Nine Styles
BEAUTIFUL VIRGA DOLLS
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a
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a
I
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
98c a
$1.98 a
$1.98 a a
$1.98
a
$1.49 1
$1.98 I
$2.98 11
98c
Other Toys 49c to $14.951
FREE BALLOONS AND BUBBLE GUM FOR THE KIDDIES
TARIMItaXIXIXIMIOnsallataitellsisateasystranstonsiatallNlalleslatfelts./7071/74111611/7•10atinat tentit/0/1100X/11
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LAKE STREET
irud Stare.s
FULTON, KY.
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Dew-Conscious Scientists
Take Over Poets' Domain
Hard-headed scientists are el-
bowing poets aside to admire the
dew.
Glistening droplets on grans
and leaves. it has been learned,
make up an important cog in
nature's machinery. In some semi-
arid places, dew is vital to plant
life.
Dew does not fall tven "the
wings of clouds," as Shelley put
It. It does not fall at all. It is
formed in the same v-ay that
*.*
TEEN-AGER
GIFT
SUGGESTION
-44
ORT ABU
w ;tit enchtsire
TWIN-PAk -the clean 'n easy
Arbor. yowr Rowers Avner towt%
* Helps raise grades as much as US
* Preferred by students
* 6 beautiful colors
* EASY BUDGET TERMS
‘Illigg IT NOW AT..
water films a pitcher if iced tea,
the Natimuil Geographic Society
Sa)S
COMES AFTER DARK
When the sun goes (loan, the
air cools and can no longer hold
as much water vapor as it did
during the day. The moisture
condenses on leaves and other ob-
jects. When the tenipetature
drops below freezing, dew be-
comes frost.
Dew is formed most heavily on
clear night, of fall, when there
are few clouds to interfere with
the radiation of heat from the
earth's surface. Muggy or windy
nights also hamper dew format-
ion.
Ancient peoples were wise in
the uses of dew, Significant cur-
rent experiments were inspired
by the repeated use of dew in
the imagery of the Old Testa-
ment.
"I will be as the dew to Israel."
promised the Lord in Hosea 14:5.
Moses, Just before his death,
blessed the tribe of Joseph with
the words, "Blessed be his land
for the precious things of heaven.
for the day . "
Pondering such statements.
modern Israel has set up a net-
work of dew-measuring stations.
Iteperiments there show that
some plants grow twice 'as fast
with dew as without it.
In California it has been dis-
covered that certain Manta can
grow without other water, if they
have dew regularly. On dewleis
nights, a fine spray, using much
lees water than customary irri-
gation, keeps them healthy.
Dew is especially beneficial to
young leaves It comes at night,
when plants do most of their
growing Scientists often find old
leaves wet in the morning and
young ones dry.
Young leaves can take in the
dew directly and use it. More-
over. many plants can reverse
their whole pumping systems,
absorbing watts through the
leaves, distributing it to stem and
roots, and even pushing it out
into the soil to await a time when
Phone 674 Fulton. XT. as Is weds&
Wins State 4-H Soil
Conservation Award
Understanding and cooperation
in a term program of 4-H Soil
and Water Conservation brought
distinction to Allan Snyder. 20,
of Campbell county who won the
1147 state award.
All.. Snyder
Allan mapped his mother's 6$.
acre farm, showing pasture,
woodland, and fields devoted to
crops. He followed fertilising in-
structions that came with soil
test results to increase produc-
tion.
Allan planted cover crops and
plowed them under to get more
humus in the soil. constructed a
pond to water stock.
In 1955 this hard working
4-H'er was county and district
champion. He is a past president
of his CH Club.
Allan will represent his state
at the National 4-H Club Con-
gress In Chicago. His trip was
provided by the Firestone Tire
Rubber Co.
This national 4-H award pre.
gram is conducted by the Coop.
entire ztension Service.
"Wells" in the Air
Some early peoples used much
the same principle to provide
water for crops and for them-
selves.
On a plain near Jerusalem, for
example, mounds of pebbles can
still be found. Centuries; ago.
they were "aerial wells." The
pebbles cooled rapidly at night-
fall. condensing quantities of des.
7th Div., Korea (AHTNC)--
Army Specialist Third Class Ben-
nie L. Hawks, whose wife, Wanda,
lives at 198 Bates St., Fulton, Ky.,
is company clerk in Headquarters
Company of the 7th Division's
17th Infantry in Korea.
Specialist Hawks, sun of Mrs.
Hattie L. Hawks, 305 Olive St.,
Martin, Tenn.. entered the Army
in . August 1955, received basic
training at Fort Chaffee, Ark.,
and arrived overseas last April.
The 20-year-old soldier is a
1955 graduate of Fulton High
School and a former employee of
Stift and Company.
Clinton, Ky., Dec. 9—Mrs. An-
nie McCallum Platt, 81, Hick-
man County Court clerk for many
ears, died Monday morning in
a Detroit hospital. •
Mrs Platt, who had lived with
her son, James Flatt in Detroit
for a number of years, guttered
a stroke more than a week ago.
She is also survived by three
daughters, Mrs. W. P. Curlln,
Frankfort; Mrs. Hobert Garb,
Detroit, and Mrs. Walter Mc-
Dougal, Detroit; two sisters, Mrs.
J. D. Williams, Clinton, and Mrs.
Nat Howell, Arcadia, La.
Funeral services will be held
at 10 a. m. Thursday at Clinton
Methodist Church with burial in
Clinton Cemetery.
The body arrived here Wed-
nesday night.
The earth around became wet
enough to grow figs and grapes
Similar pebble mounds in Peo-
doalya the Crimea were equipp-
ed with pipes that carried the
condensate to public foundations.
K. P. DALTON, SR.
The Fulton News, Thursday, December 12, 1957
Get Your Favorite Brands Here!
41
Gins, Rums, Liquors, Iced I
Wines and Cold Beer To Go
•
Convenient Location!
Plenty of FREE Parking
You Are Always
Welcome!
Your Business
Appreciated
WRAY WARD
Fulton, Kentucky
on the Mayfield Highway next to the Ford garage
7111MINIMIMMIIIIIIIIMPROA10101 101111111AMIN 7101101110111011
All Aboard For Your Merriest Furniture Christmas Ever
$158.00
2-PIECE LIVING ROOM MUTES up to $110.00 off.
Buy Now — Deliver Anytime
'BABY BED MATTRES $8.00REGULAR $12.95 --
FOAM RU13RAR LIVING ROOK
  
$149.50SUITES  
Regular $14.95 DOGWOOD TABLE LAMPS $4.50
BED ROOM SUITES — REDUCED — REDUCED
20-FOOT BEN HUR
HOME FREEZERS $340.00
FULL SIZE
ELECTRIC RANGES
GAS RANGES.
DIVIDED TOP
ADMIRAL REFRIGERATORS up
13-FOOT
DELUXE REFRIGERATORS
5-PIECE
CHROME DINETTES
9x12 HEAVYWEIGHT
LINOLEUM RUGS _
FREE BOX SPRING with Reg. $69.50 MATTRESS.
Limited Quantities - Shop - Compare - You'll Trade With Wade
Fulton,
Ky.
Ken-Tenn Marketing Center
ALL-LEATHER gun holsters,
$1.50 to $3.00 a set. A. J. Wright,
"The Harness Man", Fulton, Ky.
III-F1 headquarters: Records, re-
cord players, Hi-Fi latest hit
tunes, I.P and EP albums.
Wade TV, 206 Main Street,
Fulton.
BUY W. L. Douglas. shoes in
Fulton at Forr.Ister's Shoe
Shop.
PIANO tuning, $7.50. We also do
expeit rebuilding, recondition-
ing, etc. Timm's Furniture
Company, Union City, Tenn.
DRY YOUR clothes economically
wrt.h me new KelvInator gas
dryer. See this new dryer now
at Charlie Scates Goodrich
Store, Church Street, Fulton.
SPECIAL: 2-piece living room
suite $139.50. Thirty dollars for
your old suite; easy terms. Ex-
change Furniture Company
Church Street.
MAC and FAY'S
Flower Shop
Flowers for all occasions
Potted Plants - Cut Flowers
Corsages - Funeral Designs
Christmas & all occasion Cards
Center Pieces & Hospital Ar-
rangements.
Phone 49 for Prompt Delivery
NOW is the time to get your
Typewriter and Adding Mac-
hine Overhauled: See Cleo
Peeples, Service Manager of
The Harvey Caldwell Com-
pany, DRIVE-IN Office Out-
fitters, Phone 674.
BARGAINS: Platform rockers,
bedroom suites, living room
suites, table lamps and floor
lamps at Wade's Used Furni-
ture Store. Trade with Wade
and Save. 112 Main Street,
phone 478
FOR SALE
ON CHURCH STREET, in So.
Fulton, completely remodleA -
two bedroom home, conven-
ient to everything. Gas heat,
rtarage. Owner will _finance
this with small down payment.
Vacant and ready. $4500.00.
ON FORRESTDALE AVENUE,
small two bedroom house on
large lot, this is worth the
money if you are looking for
a cheap house and lot. $2600.
IN COUNTRY CLUB COURTS
cereral heating,-;tile bath, liv-
ing room, dining room combi-
nation. YOU CAN SPEND
CHRISTMAS IN THIS FINE
HOME. Even the shrubbry
tuts had loving attention. This
home was owner built and is
priced worth the money.
ON UNION CITY HIGHWAY,
if we have ever had a bar-
7aM this is it. 1140 feet of
highway frontage, ideal build-
ing sites, two homes, this pro-
perty will bring in over $700.00
.1 year, and furnish you a place
to live. If you want a nice
home at the edge of town or
if you are looking for property
flr investment purposes, by
renting main house this will
how a gross income of over
$1300 per year and property
.vill improve in value every
iear. PRICED TO MOVE at
-•10,000. Can finance this with
$2500.00 down payment. Pos-
. ession in 30 days.
ON VINE STREET, in east
ninon. Duplex for sale, close
to town. Everything separate,
with nice garage. Owner will
figince to right party. $4,500.00
ON EAST STATE LINE, across
from Browder Mill; nice store
building for sale at a bargain.
If you need extra downtown
:rtorage, this can be bought for
r2.5oomo.
ON TAYLOR ST in South
Fulton: the H. W. Ruddle
lenre Two bedrooms; house
1 has been completely remodel-ed, filly insulated; has extralet, nice large garden space.
*5500 00.
OH HOLMES STREET in
South Fulton: two hed room
home with laree utility room
and carport. $4750.00. .
Y ET US HELP YOU OWN
THE HOME OF YOUR
CHOICE . •
Give a Call. 'foal! Llie
Doing Business With Us
Wick Smith Agency
Isminume - Kcal Estate
"Phone 62 or 160
For The
BEST
and
CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
buy it at
EXCHANGE
Furniture Company
Church Street Fulton
FARM LOANS
Long Terms-
-Easy Payments
ATKINS, HOLMAN
AND FIELDS
-Insurance--
List your
Farm and town Property
with the
FULTON REAL ESTATE CO.
See them when you want
to BUY OR SELL.
203 Main St. Phone 5
SPRAY CANS of snow in white,
pink, blue; large size. Exchange
Furniture Company, Church
Street.
SEE THE amazing Hammond
organs, chord and spinet, on
display at my home. Connaugh-
ton subdivision. Telephone 1195.
Mrs. L. C. Logan, representing
Jaco's Music Shop, Jackson,
Tennessee.
World's Finest Quality
Zenith T V
Repair Service
ROPER'S TV SERVICE
Mali St. Phone 3C7
Authorized Zenith Dealer. 
USEDKing-O-Heat 100-lb cir-
culator, good condition. Ex-
change Furniture Company,
Church Street.
BARGAINS for Christmas: Plat-
form rockers from $17.95 to
$37.50; chest of drawers $17.50
to $19.95 at Wade's Used Furni-
ture Store. Trade with Wade
and Save. 112 Main Street,
phone 478.
BALISBOOKS of all deserip-
noes are available from the
Fulton News. Shert sellers
inside right ia our. shop to
your speccation& we are
agents for the largest melee-
book companies in the busi-
ness. Let us quota you on
your next order. The Ful-
ton News, 209 Commercial
Ave.
SAFETY-TOE shoes are always
available at Forrester's Shoe
Shop.
SAVE MONEY
Buy Auto Insurance on
Our 3-PAY PLAN
40% DOWN. SO% in 3 MOS.
NM in 4 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few min
ute, and coverage is effec-
tive immediately.
CALL fie -
Wick Smith Agency
CHRISTMAS
EARNINGS
Energetic housewives all over
the nation are making extra
Christmas earnings frit- them-
selves; we are offering some-
one in Fulton County the
same opportunity! Pleasant,
profitable for right person.
Write
Secured Casualty
Insurance Company
Box 1115, Felten, Ky
For further details
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma-
chine and electric floor polish-
er and electric vacuum clean-
ers. Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 35, Church Street.
PAINTING
PAPER HANGING
Attractive winter rates
By hour or contract
Work guaranteed
ROY ROBBINS
Phone 869 Fulton
HOME furnishings: Gas heaters
and coal stoves; refrigerators,
washing machines, both auto-
matic and wringer type at
Wade's Used Furniture Store.
Trade with Wade and Save.
112 Main Street, phone 478.
You're always welcome
at
K. P. DALTON'S
LIQUOR STORE
Mayfield Hiway Fulton
Cold Wines, cold beer
All popular brands of
whiskies, gins, eta.
FREE PARKING
FINE ENGRAVING of all types
is available at the Fulton
News office. See our sarn-
pies; we are exclusive agents
for the finest engraving com-
pany in the midwest The
Fulton News, 209 Commerci-
al Avenue.
TIRE SALE !
l00% premium Dupont nylon
cord silent Sentry tires, lifetime
guarantee.
10% DOWN
up to
9 MONTHS TO PAY
WESTERN AUTO '
Lake Street Fulton
CASHION'S
Specialized Service
CALL 559
-All Mowers Sharpened
-Rotary Blades_ Safety
Sharpened and Balanced
-All Engines Repaired
-Authorized Clinton Service
-Clinton Engines and Parts
-Factory Trained Mechanics
-Prompt Efficient Service
-All Work Guaranteed
-Also Electric Motors
-Wiring, Refrigeration,
Appliance. Repair
-Free Engine Examination
WORK shoes a up. All
length& widths. Fee:~
Nate *sp.
WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Ti
Phone 1556 Unaen City
(Complete stock)
Good selection of records
on LP and 45 rpm
Mail orders-Snecial orders
CHRISTMAS
TREES
Al.!. SIZES
50c to $1.00
PI( KING CHOICE
FIELDS SETiVICE
STATION
WEST STATE LINE
"Always At Your Service"
COOK'S LIQUOR
STORE
201 Commercial Ave. Folios
Cold Wines, cold beer
All popular brands of
whiskies, gins, eta.
WE HAVE
RCA WHIRLPOOL
COMBINATION WASHER
AND DRYER
RANGES, REFRIGERATORS
AIR CONDITIONERS
TRADE • NOW
H & M
TELEVISION
202 Lake St. Fulton
CONVENIENTLY located only
a half-block off Lake Street
in the heart of downtown
Fulton, the Fulton News is
ready, willing and able 10
do your printing. 209 Com-
mercial Avenue, telephone
470: "The Printing number."
HOUSEHOLD
CLEANING NEEDS
Walltiaper Cleaner
Furniture Polishes
Liquid floor wax
Paste floor wax
Glamorene rug cleaner
Bruce floor cleaner
"Easy-Aid" oven cleaner
Wax and dirt remover
Paint and varnish remover
"Dust-Go" Modern way to dust
EXCHANGE
Furniture Company
Church Sheet Fulton
SPECIALS: $49.95 cedar chest
$32.50.. dinette suites $14.95 to
$32.50 at Wade's Used Furni-
ture Store. Trade with Wade
and Save. 112 Main Street,
phone 478.
GIFT-WRAPPED
PACKAGES
Lake Street Liquor Store
Across from
Coca-Cola Plant
Plenty Free Parking!
POSTED and No-hunting signs,
for-rent signs, made to your
specifications. Prompt ser-
vice, 'economical prices. The
Fulton News, NM Ceininsr-
dal Avenue.
FWD SIZES of blank shipping
tags always in neck; frame
the largest to the miallait.
You Gan buy 'ern plain or
wy'll print 'eon for yes.. 11
you need .hipping tags, seine
Is the. Fulton News office.
TAO Cerrunarcial Avenue..
tome IR And See Oar New
Super hrfonance
GAS H.001 puma
FAMOUS
COLEMAN
FUIL-INWING
MANN,
PLUS NEW
EXCLUSIVE
"BAND-A SLU"
SURNER
OW IN
FLOOR -
NEEDS NO
IIABLIADFF
NO WORK,
NO DIRT,
NO ASHES
"Warm-Floor" Comfort
In 4 to 6 Rooms
You haven't seen what a gas
floor-furnace can do, until you
see the new Coleman SUPER
PERFORMANCEINew power;
new fuel-saving features. And
- an amazingly low price.
Visit us today!
GRAHAM
FURNITURE COMPANY
1 "4 Floors of Fine Furniture"WALNUT ST. FULTON
DAVE YOU shopped at our
large display room for your
plumbing needs? See our huge
stocks of kitchen and bath-
room fixtures; newest styles,
colors; prices to fit your poc-
ketbook. Open anytime, • day
or night at 909 Arch Street.
"We carry parts and materi-
als." Campbell's Plumbing
Shop. Telephone 1037R.
WELLS DRILLED for industry
and homes Modern equipment,
experienced workmen. Write
or call Watson Co., Phone 261,
Fulton, Ky
A GOOD selection of clean used
living room suites at Exchange
Furniture Company on Church
Street.
1-PIECE blond bedroom suite:
full-size dresser, bookcase bed
and chest, $126.00. Exchange
Furniture Company, Church
Street.
NOTICE: I will be taking over
the Paducah Sun - Democrat
route here in Fulton. Floyd
Bowen, telephone 610.
WE PRINT hundreds of thous-
ands of envelopes, state-
ments, letterheads, business
cards and office forms year-
ly for businessmen all over
the Ken-Tenn area, right in
our own well-equipped shop.
Send us your next order. The
Fulton News, phone 470.
"The printing number".
NEW LOCATION
RCA and ZENITH
TELEVISION
Sales • • • Service
Tape Recorders
Geiger 'Counters
Metal dectectors
Antenna installation
and service
III-F1 Service
KING TELEVISION
Phone 613, Union City
NO PRINTING JOB too large
or too small for the Fulton
News to do for you Best
equipped shop in Fulton to
scree you. Phone 470.
SCOTT'S FLORAL
SHOPPE
304 Main St.
Fresh•cut flowers at all times
Funeral Flowers
Hospital & Wedding Bouquets
Fall and Winter dried arrange-
ments and artistically arranged
Nice Ass't picture frames-
Brass Gifts
-Lamps.
Always YOUR dependable
Florist •
Ruth R. Scott Phone 104
I. Cuff links and tie bar $1.50 to $2.50
i Junior comb and brush sets $1
1 Boys fancy boxed handkerchiefs $1Clip-on bow ties $59c Tied ties $1Match-mates, belt and tie sets __ $1.95Genuine leather billfolds $1. $1.50. a_
V Leisure slippers, stretch style for boysVw Argyle and plain stretch sox
V Smart patterns in cotton sox .
i Leather dress gloves __ _ UM
/ Genuine leather belts
! sizes 20-28, brown, white ,black, char-
coal.
V
V
/ Newest sport coats, Ivy I..,?-r/ue ..1-.1
tweeds
Pants to match with sport
coats . . $3 95 to $7.45
Rayon flannels, wools, smart str;ped
corduroys.
Dress ard sport shirts $1.9 to t3.93
Solids and patterns
MONUMENTS
Granite and Marble
Any size or shape
Open 6 days each week.
Shipped from one of the
largest Monument works
in the U. S.
Union City Marble
and Granite Works
Court Square
Phone: Office 269;
Home 1946
NOW IS the time to replace the
broken glasses in your home
and auto. See us for all of your
glass needs. Fulton Paint and
Glass Company. 212 Church
Street; phone 909.
roil THE BEST 1./* I km Office
Furniture buy Shaw-Walkei
See James 0. Butts at Th.
'Harvey Caldwell Cu
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitter's
Phone 674. We trade for youi
old equipment.
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models, $139.95
and up. Sales and service
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
EXTRA COPIES
The Fulton News
are on sale
each week at
Fulton Newsstand
Smith's Cafe
Evans Drug Store
The Coffee Shop
Rushton's Cafe
The News Office
* • •
Sc Per Copy
Now! Hie
tor Cinderella
Heels attached
Saitly... properly
with our new
Csaelerrikt
Aido-Sokr.
Forrester's Shoe Shop
MAIN STREIT FULTON, KY
Santa Approve&
AND SO WILL YOU!
:)!
1
4
1
4
Gifts for Boys
NAMED TO "WHO'll WOO"
Thirty-one Murray State college
students have been named to
"Who's Who in American Colleges
and Universities" for 1957-8, in-
cluding three from this area:
Priscilla Brinkley, Clinton; Caro-
lyn Lowe, Lowes, and Winta Jane
Puckett, Cunningham.
--
I AM NOW representing the
Greenfield Monument Works
and wil' appreciate the oppor-
tunity to show you our beauti-
ful line of memorials. Tom
Hales„ Fulton; phone .124.
A '...TTO BATTERIES
24-months' guarantee,
only $10.95, exchange
36-months' guarantee,
only $1345, exchange
48-months' guarantee,
only $18.95, exchange
WESTERN AUTO
Lake Street Fulton
Have
A
Party
Plan It At
THE KEG
Your One-Stop
Party Shop
Tasfillip fir
Quick Meals!
Tendea,
defitiotu
MACAROUI-AND-CHEESE
6111 etched iit7miatit4.4
writ%
KRAFT
' GRATED
he Nes rimiest-
•••-ibrapich
&ono isms
Kritit Dinner it •
timesaver and •
canu malt's'? Stick
up today- it costa
only pronnies. So
handy f..r school
lunches, enurr• ncy
meals. And good
moo' always
Ivy League sleeveless slipovers $2.95
8-10-12 years
Ivy League Cardigans, 3-6x sizes $2.95
"Billy the Kid" jeans, slim and regu-
lars in grey, brown, blue, sizes 6-12 yrs.
Knifted andtroadcloth pajamas,
sizes 4-12 yrs.
BOYS JACKETS: bomber jackets. Ivy
laar;ne jackets, nylon jackets, motor-
cy71, jackets, corduroy jackets: sizes
4-ti: years 1/4 OFF
I'01 TT' vOUNG COWBOYS
- n-r S5.95 to $8.95
,, . . . . 71olsters sets
S1.515 to r-lt repeating
,Ist-13 73- . . (7-1,7%,cv w-st-rn
$1 ^ 0 . el 0. • • Dyne-mite
pistol with clip $1 on.
See These & Many Other Cret!ors ... only the very bort nt
The Youth Center I
Union City, T,,nnessea
NoionniraiminirammisioNNINNINNimonme/111110n* it- • •-.SWIIIII/11110/117011.0 nowswonareusuragat
•
Itappdt 4iease44 idemscaistipt
/tote istoleed
A column devoted to the social events of our friends
around Hickman. Call Joye at Hickman 2059 for
your social news.
Oft••••••••• ••••  
The Ume for you to turn on
your porch light is 5 o'clock on
Sunday December 15th and keep
it ,,n until someone calls for
your donation for the basket
fund. Let's get the Christmas
Spirit and give-giva-give.
The Hickman Grade School
P. T. A will meet in the LITTLE
GYM at 7:30 p. m. Monday De-
cember 16th. The teachers of the
Grade School and Junior High
School have work extra hours to
provide a Christmas program for
the P. T. A. Every child in the
first eight grades will take part
in the program.
Who Said SANTA
CLAUS Isn't Coming?.
On December 21st City Drug
Store is going to award to
some fortunate person a
GIANT 8-FOOT
Christmas Stocking
containing
I $50 in Christmas Tris
COME IN NOW. . . REGISTER FREE. . . YOU
MAY BE THE WINNER! Nothing to buy: no
obligation whatever.
I(Children under 12 must be accompanied by their
parents).
CITY DRUG COMPANY
408 Lake Street Phones 70. 428 I
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FREE GIFT WRAPPING
$99
I to 3.99
GLAMOROUS
GIFT
PURSES
A Complete
Selection of
the Newest Styles.
Color and
Materials!
$99
Up
CLUTCH BAGS
81.00 Fulton. Kentucky
IIIIMI17~110111111.111114~11111111.11111111110111 1111111.111111~1.11.11111plel eanallet
—GIFT SLIPPERS—
All of the Newest
Colors and Styles!
Plain Satins, Brocaded
Satins.
Velvets and Leather!
PAIR
Others to
$1.85
Crutchfield Homemakers Study Christmas
Decorations At Their December Meeting
The Crutchfield Homemakers
met Tuesday, December 3, at the
home of Mrs. Hayford Duke. Mrs.
Neal Little opened the meeting
with an inspirational devotion.
Mrs. Hayford Duke gave an in-
teresting report of her recent trip
to the state convention cf the
Farm Bureau at Louisville.
The club was glad to nave Mrs.
McLeod and three visitors, Mes-
dames Adron Workman, Leslie B.
Tarver and Macon Shelton.
Twelve members were present.
Mrs. Neal Little was elected
delegate to attend Farm and
Home week at Lexington in Jan-
uary and Mrs. Arthur Tarver and
Mrs. Jack Graham as alternates.
Mrs. Bryan Kearby and Mrs.
D. J. Murchison gave the lesson
on Christmas decorations and
candle making. They displayed
several center pieces and hanging
decorations and told how to make
outside displays for the home.
Most everyone has something at
home that can be converted into
a beautiful Christmas decoration.
For instance, the frame from an
old umbrella can be made into a
beautiful hanging ornament. The
kissing ring is made from embroi-
dery hoops and resembles an old
English lantern with the electric
light in it and the mistletoe tied
on the top.
One of te center pieces display-
ed consisted of flowers made of
candy, a big red candle and holly
branches.
After the lesson Mrs. Roy Tay-
lor conducted the recreation
which everyone enjoyed.
The December meeting will be
at the Derby restaurant, Decem-
ber 12th.
The Isclles of the Mayf ield
Woman's Club are having a
"Holiday House" at the Curtis
Boyd home on First Street. The
home will be open from 2:00 un-
til 5:00 p. m. admission will be
$1.00. I hope we can get a car
till of friends and drive to May-
field Thursday December 12th.
That's Today!
The State Beta Club Convent-
ion was held in Louisville on De-
ember 6th and 7th. The members
registered on Friday at Pour
o'clock. Friday night there was a
talent show. Susan Hale reper-
sented the • ...-Milton County High
School. She pan tomined "French
Heels. Saturday was filled with
business sessions. Saturday night
the clubs were entertained with
a Banquet and Dance, in the
Flag Room of the Kentucky
Hotel.
Beta Club members from !Ful-
ton County High School were
Louetta Wheeler, Dianna Ballow.
Ann Tipton, Patricia Everett,
Bobbye Kelly, Linda Hale, Sus-
an Hale, Jimmy Williams "Rip"
fiequet te, Charles Stone. and
Jimmy King. Mrs Helen Stone
and Mr. Wood Tipton took the
Teenagers and acted as chapter-
ones The delegation stayed at
the Kentucky Hotel.
Robert Dee Fields and Dick
Goalcter of K. M. I. joined their
friends Saturday morning. Macs
McDade joined the group Sat-
urday night. The kids said they
all had a BLAST ! I
Mildred and Pots Whipple
spent Pride Saturday and Sun-
day in Memphis. •
Charlotte and Robert Sanger
took Nancy, Joe, and Ellen to
Memphis Monday and Tuesday
to ass Santa Claws.
Mr. M. B. Major, J T Davie,
Bert Yarbro Jr. and Plea Melds
were in Louisville Friday and
Saturday on Nathan.
Mrs. T. H. Streeter visited Mr.
and Mrs. T. H. Streeter in Jeff-
erson. Lnd. last week end.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Summers
and Mr. M. B. Melon, spent the
week end in Buechel, Ky.
Dr. and Mrs. Lawrence Jones
spent the week end with the H.
B. Stokes.
'The Hickman Woman's Club
will meet at the club room on
December 13th at 2:00 o'clock
p. m. for their Christmas pro-
gram. Brenda Owens will play
Christmas Rhapsody on the piano.
Ann Miller Rogers will tell a
Christmas story. Mrs. Harry New-
ton will play the piano and will
the ladies sing Christmas Carols
The leader f or the day will be
Mrs. Itrle Eaell. There will be a
Christmas tree and an exchange
of gifts. The hostesses for the
meeting will be Mesdames, Mar-
tin Conder, Leon Harris, James
O. Shaw. Jessie Johnson, Bert
Yargro, Jr., Billy Henry, and E.
W. Yates. The Devotional will be
given by Rev. Alfred Maloney-
• AutrrrN SPRINGS
nes. Carey Frields •
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter
of Martin, Tenn. visited his par-
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassiter
the past Saturday.
Little Miss Sammie Jane Mathis
is now able to be out, after a
relapse of .influenza.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rickman
butchered their porkers the past
week at the C and H Packing
plant, having replinished their
larders.
Mrs. Raymond Griffith and
daughter, Ann, visited with her
mother in Fulton over the week-
end.
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Cunningham
and son, George Ed, Dresden
visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
to give
and enjoy for
Christmas
Always hggh. • Always delicious • And elwan welcome
Amoditteittattfbi
2 lb. bew $2.450 3 lb. box $3.855 lb box $6.35
ri„4-2,0.,4 of chocolates and butter bons
1% lb. gift $2
214 lb. gift $3
Certainly! You May Order By Phone!
CITY DRUG COMPANY
408 Lake St. Phones 70, 428
Ed !Yields.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Cantrell and
mother, Mrs. Lattie Cantrell have
moved back to the late Ben Can-
trell home and Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Westbrook moved into the house
vacated by the Cantrell family.
Mrs. Ann Smoot passed away
in South Fulton Saturday night
following several weeks of ill-
ness that followed a paraltic
stroke.
Mrs. Smoot is survived by two
sons, John T. and Abb, two
daughters, Naice and Nall Smoot,
and one brother, Rev. T. T. Har-
ris. Sevral nieces and nephews.
Funeral arrangements are In-
complete at this writing, but
Jackson Bros. have charge with
announcements later,-altho burial
will be in Acree cemetery.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Casey
have moved to the Grover True
farm, and are welcome to this
section.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith
and daughter, Melody Lee, Dres-
den, spent Sunday afternoon here
with grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ed Frields.
Mr. and Mrs. Ancil Mathis and
sons, visited Mr. and Mrs. Buton
Lassiter Sunday afternoon.
Funeral services were held at
Good Springs Church the past
Sunday at 1 o'clock for Mr. Jess
Rushing, Bro. Dempsey Hender-
son officiated.
Mr. Rushing had been in fail-
ing health for some time, and he
had lived in Detroit with chil-
dren, later coming back here to
reside.
He is survived by several chil-
dren, and four sisters, Mrs. May
Bostick, Mrs. Jimmy Johnson,
Mrs. Hattie Shephard, Mrs. Pearl
Rickman, a number of neices and
The Fulton News, Thursday, December 12, 1957
nephews.
Interment took place in church
cemetery with Jackson Bros.
undrtakers in charge. Profound
mpathy is extended the bereav-
family.
Go to Church Sunday
KICKED 'Elf OUT
zi 1862, the Kentucky Legisla-
ture ruled that any person in the
Confederate Army who gave vol-
untary aid against the United
States or Kentucky, "shall be ex-
patriated and no longer a cit-
izen of Kentucky except by per-
mission of the legislative group."
Illt.111111111“11111111111111111111111111hatillgatillt
Give that Boy or Girl Student
a PRACTICAL GIFT ... A
SMITH - CORONA
Portable typewriter
"The world's fastest portable typewriter"
No money down — only $1.00 per week
Pay first payment in January, 1958. For free
home demonstration call collect: phone 1138.
Union City, Tenn., or come by
Hardin Office Equipment Co.
404 Exchange Street Union City, Tenn.
(Across from Waldron theatre)
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I Pure Milk Company 1
AND ITS ENTIRE STAFF
1PHONE 813 - FULTON, KY. aV 0
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NO CHRISTMAS MEAL IS
COMPLETE WITHOUT
BOILED CUSTARD
—There May Be Some As Good
V
But None Better Than Ours!
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Train Your Dogs, Suh, But Don't
Kill The Coons Out Of Season
The Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources is taking steps
to protect Kentucky's coon popu-
lation in the interest of hunters.
It's being done to preserve the
sport of coon hunting, which the
agency describes as "one of the
oldest, yet most thrilling sports
In the field."
To assist hunters in training
hounds, the agency has granted a
special seasoq during which coons
may be run but not killed. Con-
Mist Mosigesj
lidneess dem
Low dews payommt_._411111"sik
ma& Easy Term,
BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 Kate OWNS
servation agents are arresting
hunters who allow dogs to kill
treed coons during this season.
"Anyone should know," says
the department, "that the coon
population of a given area is
bound to decrease as more and
more wooded areas are cleared
... We don't blame a coon hound
fancier for wanting to run his
hound. He surely wants to train
him to the point where he can
compete with others in a case.
We do not believe that a clear
thinking coon hunter would want
to do this, however, at the ex-
pense of the coon population."
During the dog training season,
the agency says, many young
coons are not able to cope with
the kill of a fine coon dog. Many
owners believe that a dog in train-
ing should be allowed to kill a
coon to make a better hunter and
are allowing their hounds to do
so illegally, leaving the carcass
for buzzards or crows, the agency
point out.
The owner should call off the
"310-
C.
:
Live
better...
give
better
Cam'
Give controlled-heat
electric appliances
Give carefree cooking, this Christine's by
making these modern controlled-hisat elec-
tric appliances your gifts to those special
people on your gift list. And remind Santa
to odd to your electric appliances.
Electric heat is perfectly controlled . . .
absolutely dependable. The results—perfect
every time. Every good cook needs the con-
trolled heat of electric appliances to turn
out better meals . . . to live better elec-
trically.
Liv. Setter .. Electrically
with FULL HOUSEPOWER
Full HOUSEPOWER provides for the
convenient, economical use of appli-
ances you now own and those you
will add in the future.
Wiring that provides Full HOUSE-
POWER is an Investment in modern.
living. Call our office or ask your
electrical contractor about the Certi-
fied HOUSEPOWER plan.
.0
MINIIMO 4.
KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
•
Swan 4-Irors Wis aims Trip
Merl wort end porsorommos hrowskit soossso sod a trip to She
MT National 4-H Club Coagross Is Chicago D•e• 15- to thme Ass-
tacky 4-K G/ith girls. Thais records la Fisid Crops. Canning.
and lintomology programs were judged beet Is tluo state.otocorang
ile Ike 444 Club *Aloe.
Mary Rosa Chapihas Jens', Arrie Lynd• SnelliNg
More than a good crop was in
store for Mary Gwen Chapman,
16, of Ohio county who won the
state 4-H Field Crops award tor
exceptional project work.
An initial tobacco project this
year resulted in a profit of WO
for Mary Gwen. Corn and pickle
projects were successful crop
specialties for this aye year mem-
ber of 4-H. Her pickle project
brought first place and sash
awards in the county from 1953-
1966. Three recent dmooastra-
tons also won blue ribboas.
Mary Gwen is vice president of
the local 4-11 Club and secretary
of the county group. Providing
her Congress trip is Arcadian
Products Deportment et Allied
Chemical & Dye Corp.
Jeanie Aryls, 11, of Oldham
county demonstrated expert can-
;-"Iiing ability in order to win the
Mate 4-H Canning award. Cultsa-
Uon of home grown food,' was one
of her achievements.
Since Jeanie joined 4-H nine
years ago her canning ability
brought her county and district
championships. She canned a
total of almost 1.000 quarts.
Sewing was also s prize win-
ner for Jennie. She won the
county dress revue in 1966 and
1967, and represented her county
In the state revue. Cooking, bak-
ing and gardening aro three more
Interests.
• sophomore at the University
of Kentucky, Jennies credited
her 4-H experience for (ivies her
poise and confidence. Jennie will
be guest of Kerr Glass Mfg.,
donor of her trip award.
Whoa the bug bit Lynda Snell.
hag, 16. of Nicholas county to
eater the 441 Entomology pro-
gram she dreamed of winning
the state award and a trip to
Chicago. Now after Mit years Is
4-11, the dream has come tree.
With °areal study and thee-
°ugliness Lynda learned to iden-
tify, preserve, and mount her in-
sect specimens. A key spectates
In her collection is a black widow
spider which she captured her-
self. It was displayed is a drug
store window so club members
and others of the community
could recognise and avoid it.
Lynda became adept at distin-
guishing common harmful in-
sects, and learned methods of
Preventing crop damage. She will
be the guest of Hercules Powder
Co.. donor of her trip award.
Goalder Heads New
Cotton Growers Ass'n
R. B. Goalder was elected tem-
porary chairman when 33, cotton
growers met Thursday night, Nov.
21st, at the Health Office in Hick-
man to organize a cotton growers
association. Others elected to of-
fice were E. D. Johnson, tempor-
ary vice-chiarman and Frances
Johnson, temporary secretary-
treasurer.
Kentucky Cotton Growers As-
sociation was selected as the
name of the organization and dues
were set at 10c an acre on 1957
cotton acreage with $1 as the
minimum if acreage figured less
than that amount.
The purpose of the organiza-
tion is to try to prevent further
cuts in cotton acreage In Fulton
County and gain increased acre-
age, if possible. Valuable figures
were presented by Sam Holly,
ASC representative, who showed
that the County's 1957 cotton
acreage is 6,128 having been gra-
dually reduced since 1931 when
the estimated acreage was 11.505.
Miss Helen Tyler said this repre-
sented a 39% cut since 1953 when
Fulton County farmers grew
9,468.9 acres.
It was brought out that the
number of cotton growers in 1958
is as follows: 157 farms under
four acres, compricing a total of
312 acres, classed as 1B farms;
these under four acres are not
subject to cuts under the law but
the acreage for 30 new growers
was taken from class IA growers
since 1954 as they went into pro-
duction; 172 farms over a four
hounds and pick up another trail
for another training chore, the
department advises.
Conservation officers have ar-
rested a good many hunters who
have allowed their dogs to kill
dislodged coons during training
season, the department said,
warning that such practice "is a
violation of the laws of common
sense as far as a good coon hunt-
er is concerned."
'ern!Come and get 
I OLD-FASHIONED ,ill
I HONEY AND *illill
1 HOREHOUND DROPS I
Delicious as candy, delightful
I 
as cough drops! Pure, strained I
honey and real old-fashioned
I 
horehound.
?
1 
118 50c
BAG 1
114.. eilliNIN OM= ..."111 MO SO
Evans Drug Co.
"The Rexall Store"
Lake Si. Fulton
acre cotton allotment and under
15; and 94 farms over a 15 acre
allotment. These 266 farms com-
prise a cotton acreage of 5,590.8.
Two Drown At
Reelfoot On
Thanksgiving
A Thanksgiving Day duck hunt-
ing trip, in which a father and
son of the Lenox community near
Dyersburg drowned, brought to
four the number of deaths at
Reelfoot Lake from duck hunt-
ing accidents this season.
Ray Keith, 34, an employee of
the Dyer County Highway de-
partment, and his 13-year-old
son, Billy . Ray Keith, drowned
Thanksgiving day when their boat
capsized in the New Reelfoot
bayou about two miles upstream
from where the bayou empties in
the Obion river near Lenox.
James J. McGee, 45-year-old
Union City businessman. presi-
dent and co-owner of Morgan-
Verhine Inc., drowned Nov. 17th
in Big Star pond in Swan basin
in Reelfoot Lake off Samburg
when a boat in which he and a
companion, Robert M. McAnulty
of Union City, were riding over-
turned.
The first accident occurred Nov.
8th on fteelfoot Lake about 230
yards offshore from Red Hutch-
craft's landing when Charles Vic-
tor Yates, 24-year-old serviceman
at Millington Naval Air Station
near Memphis, drowned. A com-
panion, Lt. Comdr. John W. Ha-
jeck, also of Millington, held onto
a stump and a gasoline can until
he was rescued.
ellimernesiOs*  Averaawearel**,
fearing Aid tlsu
Complete Uwe'
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Visit ear nearly! AM Demon-
meat OA yeiu first egagautaalty.
CITY DRUG CO.
UN Lake Street View IS
Have Your Rugs & Carpets Cleaned
Before The Holidays
We clean them at your home or at our plant.
CALL
A-1 CLEANERS
For Details
Phone 906 Fulton, Ky.
•
•
December 13: Annarene Shaw,
Mrs. Earl Baird, Molete Morelock,
C. B. Johnson, Cornell Johnson;
December 14: James Vester
French, Dickie Foy Gossum, Be-
verly Lacewell; December 13:
Delbert Wood, Lola Homra, Rev.
Earl Baird; December 16: Frank
Allen, Margaret Sue Moore, Jana
Dell Barber, Mr. Donald Ray,
Tommy Ethridge, Hampton Cox,
Diane Gunter, A. L. Sparks; De-
cember 17: Mary Collier, Hazel
Bondurant, Mrs. Thomas Coates,
Jim Cardwell, Mrs. W. H. Purcell;
December 18: Mrs. S. R. Holt,
Paul Kasnow, Richard Rice, Mary
Moser, Mrs. Earl Boaz, Irvin Cash
Jr.. Diana Cunningham, Scot.
AMMON, Charles IA Sloan, De.
camber 19; France Mal Pszep,
Mrs. Harry Allison, Mrs Ethel
Byrd, Moselle Gregory Mrs. Ern-
est Willey Mrs. C. L. Gardner,
Frances Perry, Wanda Brockwell
STORE AIRTIGHT
Stored flour and ceral products
and homemade mixes should be
stored in airtight metal contain-
ers or jars- with lids to keep out
insects.
-We have coMbilete steaks q
DAYTON V-BELTS
for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT ELECTRIC
PHONE 201 FULTON
Cleaniag is
MARVELOUS
not since our garments and household articles
were brand new—have they been this fresh
and crisp. They look so-clean. Fabrics actually
have a sheen and body. Honestly our clothes
and househeld articles are beautiful—thanks
to Mycel Cleaning.
FACTS ABOUT MYCEL CLEANING
1. Has six times the cleaning power
of ordinary methods.
2. Is safe for the finest fabrics
3. Revives whites and colors
4. Gives fabrics a body and finish
Test Mycel Cleaning yourself and see the difference
Pa.litiraos .2a4sosditit S eleaams
Member et Madura lasfitide et launisitng sod Willtional
EVIiiitate of Dry alai/
Phone 14 Fulton, Ky.
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Come try the quickest combination on the road!
CHEVY'S TURBO-THRUST 113
WITH TURBOGLIDE
i
40411,4111111M
14k16:11,
There's never been an engine-drive com-
bination like this one!
Chevrolet's Turbo-Thrust V8* introduces
a radical new slant on engine efficiency with
the combustion chambers located in the
block rather than in the head. Turboglide•
—the other half of the team—is the only
triple-turbine automatic drive in Chevy's
N4.
ts- .v `,,,.
--....01,"..e.,
ilte fle/ Al, Impale Sport Coves
—em_e/ Iwo see pp*, sport modaixl
•• ,,earikkhr.sis
field. It takes you from a standstill through
cruising in a single sweep of motion. Har-
ness these triple turbines to a 250-h p.
Turbo-Thrust V8—or the 280-h.p. Super
Turbo-Thrusts—and you step out instantly
in any speed range. Nothing else on the road
goes into action so quickly, so smoothly.
Your Chevrolet dealer has the combination!
*Optional at extra cat.
•
'581
riffiROLIT
oatdraummiaiewase &An Aplitrilidhemeiftroi ACM See Your Local Authorized Chevrolet Dealer
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Right-To-Work
Group Formed To
Pass New Laws
State Legislation
Would Eliminate
"Must" Membership
Kentuckians for the Right-to-
Work, Inc., a citizens committee
to be made up of Kentuckians
Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
MLowCnat
Watebega Moan mad TINS
News of AM Made Arm-
solely Reivalred at Low OM
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
!rem an wanes of uts, vas Inset-
poratell l.a Frankfort Monday to
further interest in a Right-to-
Work Act for Kentucky which
would eliminate mandatory mem-
bership in a labor union as a
condition of employment in any
Kentucky firm.
The 11-man Board of Directors
listed in the article* of incorpora-
tion includes business, farm, and
labor representatives from nine
Kentucky communities. The de-
cision to incorporate a board citi-
zens group for Right to Work was
made on November 9 at a meet-
ing in Lexington attended by a-
bout 80 people from 30 commun-
ities.
Officials from the Michigan
Right to Work Committee, Ohio
Right to Work Committee, and
the National Right to Work Com-
mittee attended the meeting,
which was called by the Kentuc-
ky Labor Committee for Right to
Work. This group is composed en-
tirely of union members, former
members, and workers below the
The %Nei Fueral Home
IT COSTS NO MORE TO HAVE THE BEST—
We have funeral services in price ranges to fit your
financial circumstances. You will not find prices more
reasonable anywhere in this area.
CREDIT ON TENN. BURIAL POLICIES—
We give full credit when you call us to serve yeti—
PHONE 1119 40111 EDDINGS STREET
BIBLES
Complete Assortment
SPECIAL SALE — LARGE BIBLES
LARGE PRINT — $3.98
CITY DRUG COMPANY
Lake Street Fulton
6-ge >
,ts
YOU CAN
PROFIT from
THIS TALE
of 3 MS
AP t5929:.
DIXIE MOBILE
MILLING CO.
YOUR DIXIE FEED DEALER
This pig will become a real
hog., The Dixie Hog Sup-
plement he eats is "just
right." He balances his own
ration, adding pound after
pound of profitable pork.
With Dixie Hog Supple-
ment, you'll get weight ...
not waste!
Feed your pigs on Dixie
Hog Supplement from 75
lbs. to market. You'll be
amazed how fast they grow
... how cheap they gain.
This pig is really a "hog"
... his feed is too palatable.
He will eat more than he
should. Sure, he will gain
weight, but he won't gain
efficiently. He'll eat too
much feed for each pound
he gains.
Dixie Hog Supplement is a
scientific blend of essential
vitamins, trace minerals..,
and Terramycin, the best
antibiotic for hogs. These
ingredients are skillfully
combined to provide max-
imum feeding efficiency.
C
For growing shotes in dry
lot ... feed Dixie Dry Lot
Supplement.
For growing shotes on pas-
ture ... feed Dixie 40% Hog
Supplement.
1/4. 
Mse. klosisadat reaps
Nona. Folks Happy
With The News
Mrs. Edna Alexander likes
to write letters . . . she likes
to receive them too! With re-
latives all over the country
Mrs. Alexander likes to keep
all of her folks informed, so
she uses the easiest method of
all . . . she sends them a copy
of the Fulton County News each
week.
On Wednesday Mrs. Alexan-
der paid her usual visit to the
News office and renewed her
own subscription and those of
six other relatives over these
United States.
In an unusually large sub-
scription order Mrs. Alexander
renewed these subscriptions for
Mr. and Mrs. Dalton Oliver,
Akron, Ohio; Mr. and Mrs.
Wesley Campbell also of Akron;
R. C. Alexander of Beverly
Hills, California; Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Haskell of Arcadia, Cali-
fornia; Mrs. Nell Taylor of
Cuyahogil Falls, Ohio and Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Oliver of Akron.
These News subscribers re-
port what every News subscrib-
er reports . . . "its like a let-
ter from home with ALL the
local news covered in one com-
plete newspaper."
rank of foreman.
Janus U. Smith, Jr., Louisville
attorney who serves as secretary
of -the Labor Committee is listed
45 an incorporator and director of
the new citizens committee. He
said the Labor Committee would
continue to function separately,
however, and step up its appeal
for rank-and-file support among
wage earners. E. P. Blankenbak-
er, Louisville, Chairman of the
Board of Directors of the Labor
Committee, is also a director of
the new group.
Other incorporators are Walter
A. Boone, Elizabethtown; Cecil E.
Gray, Louisville; and Frank J.
Jones, Owensboro. -Other direc-
tors, in addition to the incorpor-
ators, are David S. Gay, Ashland;
Gardner Moberly, Lexington; R.
A. Thornton, Jr., Covington; C.
L. Armstrong, Morehead; Louis
F. Kirchhoff, Paducah, and Win-
ford Thomas, Shelbyville.
This pig will never become
a hog. His feed is so unpal-
atable, he will eat less than
he should and never make
the heavyweight division.
Your feed costs will cer-
tainly be lower. .. but so
will your profits.
0%
The addition of Terramycin
to Dixie Hog Supplement
enables your hogs to derive
full benefit from the valu-
able nutrients in the feed.
Terramycin kills harmful
bacteria in the hog's digest-
ive system which otherwise
would compete for these
nutrients.
Well, this is the end of our
story . .
but it's only the beginning
of extra pork profits for
hog raisers whose pigs are
fed Dixie Hog Supplement
... the feed with controlled
palatability.
Consult your Dixie Dealer
... he is well informed on
up-to-the-minute feeding
information and can help
you select the proper feed-
ing program to give you
maximum profit.
BETTER FEEDS FOR BETTER FOG::
DIXIE MOBILE MILLING CO.
East State Line Phone 808 Fulton, Ky.
Attend 11157 National 4;H Congressi
La aspirtalos mitered by many Keatasky 4-Wers will be fulfilled
Om thosea,, iag slab inembers whoa they arrive in Chicago og
Dee. 1 for the opening et tbe 311th National 4-H Club Congress. They
are the 19117 state winners in their special 4-H projects, and their
award is an expense paid trip to the Congress. They will be among
the 1,990 parUcipants attending the dve-day event.
Doris Barlow limos war....
... dairy ... boys' og.
Doris Barlow, 17, of Barren
county, was named state winner
in the 4-H Dairy program. Her
dairying efforts were rewarded
by the Oliver Corporation donor
of the Club Congress trip.
In eight years of club work,
Doris' herd grew from one lone
Jersey to 10 animals valied at
$1,750. They have earned her
close to $1,300 in milk sales, $85
In prizes plus an enviable col-
lection of district and count*
championship..
Doris also carried successful
projects in foods, clothing, and
leadership. She served her club
as junior leader for four years.
Outstanding work in the 4-H
Soya' Agricultural program won
the state award for James
Williams, it of Warr** county.
Pride and respect tor agriculture
es hie home farm and in his
•visainunity were among the
ideals that aided him in attain-
ing this honor. James' trip was
presided by tateraational Rat.
waster Ca
light years In 4-K w•rli
sensed a Mg dividead ter James.
Kis preseat owls* herd is valued
at 34.00$. A $2,341 tag Ss platted
ea lits dairy herd of eight
iereeys.
James kw was arsaty, distrisit
sad elate fair blue ribbons and
awards ler *ow sod sera exkile.
Ds. Re Seek aryl and blue ribbon
awards in dairy showmanship
and dairy sal sett eosservatima
Judging and desiesstratioes.
He showed the beet stick of
burley tobacco, prime tobacco.
and quart of brotne grass at the
Soothers Kentucky Fair.
James was the County Tarn
Bureau King the last two years.
Eli:41340k Houaril Joe Sprague
foods
Plenty of fresh frozen fruits,
vegetables, meats and baked
foods are served the year
around in the home of Mary Elis-
abeth Hazzard, 16, of Caldwell
county. Her excellent record in
the 4-H Frozen Foods project
brought her state honors.
Mary Elizabeth stocked the
family freezer with a total 3,500
packages of a variety of foods.
She also cooked and served 2,500
special dishes for her family and
friends.
To .-ound out hey 4-H activities
this enterprising teen has a blue
ribbon dairy herd of 11 cows.
She serves as senior leader of
her 4-H Club and still manages
straight A. in her studies at
Caldwell County high school.
Her Congress trip is provided
by Whirlpool Corporation.
Generating honors has been
part of the success of Joe
Sprague. 17, of Union count?,
state winaer in the 4-H Electrie
program. Donor of his trip to
Club Congress is the Wasting.
hence Educational Foundation,
which haa provided the award
ger 29 years.
Joe, an eight-year 4-Wer, has
sompleted three years In else-
trieal prisjosts. Ke was club prow
Most tw• years sad a junior
leader live years.
Joe received twe ant place
ribbons and ens second at the
"minty fair en his electrical rec-
ord hook, as air eompressor and
DC-AC sonverter. H• saved ever
$100 by building his own porta-
ble eomyreasos
These national 4-H award pro-
grams are directed by the Co-
operative Extension Service and
the University of Kentucky.
"BIG RXD" LIVES ON
Man O'War, the greatest race
horse, is memorialized by a
statue at Faraway Farm, on the
Huffman Mill Road, nine miles
north of Lexington.
Go to Church Sunday
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Former UK Coach
Goes To Alabama
Paul "Bear" Bryant has re-
signed as Texas A. & M. foot-
ball coach to accept the head
coaching rains at the University
of Alabama.
The announcement came from
Dr. M. T. Harrington, A. & M.
president. The release was re-
quested by Bryant. Alabama is
Bryant's alma mater. The former
University of Kentucky coach
lifted the Aggie football team
from deep in the Southwest Con-
ference cellar into a champion-
ship, and brought the Aggies the
rating of No. 1 team in the na-
tion for a time this season in the
weekly Associated Press poll.
APPLE CROP UP
The International Apple Assoc-
iation estimates the total crop at
118,812,000 bushels of apples, 14
percent above a year ago.
HIGH IN FAT
Because peanut butter is high
in tat, it can take over part of
the shortening duties in breada •
pastries, cakes and main diahas.
GOOD FLAVOR
Drown sugar gives• a good
flavor to a cake, but, tends to
make a coarser texture and
heavy crust.
Win A Watch
Or
Diamond
$1.00 Grab Bags
containing 12 watches, 2 dia-
monds, at all times, until
Christmas.
Regardless of whether you are
a winner or not, you receive
beautiful Christmas gifts PLUS
a chance of winning a watch
or diamond.
Jewel Box
— Gift Shop —
Mein Street Fulton
Gorham — Towle — Wallace
Lunt — International— Heirloom — Starling
Bulova — Elgin — Gruen — Hamilton
Longiniss — Whittnaur — Benrus Watches
• • 9
Largest Ssi.ctical Lindsey sIn Western
Kentucky
Jewelers
Mayfield and Murray
FOR A BETTER DEAL
On A Better Appliance
SEE tIQtpDiIt AT
Bennett Electric awl Fornitire Co.
319-31 Walnut St. Fulton Phone 201
L REMEMBER
buy 'em both or
take your choice
NEAT/13111U PINT
.-PINT
QUART
4 Y. OLD • 100 PROOF
MOTTLED III BOIS
FIFTH
$2.85
$1 45
$5.60
6 YES. OLD • 90 PROOF
Kenhocky Straight Bourbon
DISTILLED AND BOTTLED
BY
.s
SAVE
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Illinois Central Announces
.Special Holiday Trains
Special train service will be
provided by the Plinois Central
Railroad for travelers planning
to spend the holidays in Florida,
it is announced by Bernard J.
Grenrood, passenger traffic man-
ager.
A Florida Holiday Special will
leave Central Station, Chicago,
Saturday, December 21, at 9:15 a.
m. The 16- car train will arrive in
Miami at 5:30 p. m., the after-
noon of the following day. The
St Louis connection with the
GESTMI
III NI 111111.111217 int ootjr* firlrisvi nsist.19 4 "-tr,G;I=cireciel#00401.0,001smalfshill0111 W10110
B—I--G DOUBLE
Feature Program
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
P—LUS
Johnny Mac Brown
In
"LAND OF THE
LAWLESS"
Also—Tar With A Star
(Pomo, Cartoon)
"HE'S IN AGAIN"
SUNDAY MONDAY & TUESDAY
STANDING OFF A LYNCH MOB...
for $40 a mont!‘ and • Tin Star!
%Oslo.
Peramount 407003
FONDA • PER
RI A PEN L11.JtG AMAMI r5ncoX-710N
THE MIN STAIR
sErsv PALMER • minim RAY
Plus — Latest News — Scout
Fellow — Queen's of Beauty
WPSD - TV
7-00
900
930
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30_
1:30
2:00
3:00
3:45
4:00
4:30
5:30
5:35
5:40
5:45
600
6.30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:15
Nov. 14 Nov. *
THURSDAY
Today
Arlene Francis
Treasure Hunt
Price is Right
Truth or Consequences
Tic Tac Dough -
It Could Be You
Rural Digset
Howard Miller Show
Bride and Groom
NBC Matinee Theatre
Queen for a Day
Modern Romances
Comedy Time
Western Theatre
News
Weather
Sports
News
Gene Autry
Tic Tee Dough
You Bet Your Life
Racket Squad
Whirlybirds
Ford Show
Rosemary Clooney
Passport to Danger
News, Weather, Sports,
Tonight
VIUDAY
7:00 Today
9:00 Arlene Francis
9:30 Treasure Hunt
10:00 Price is Right
10:30 Truth or Consequences
11:00 Tic Tae Dough
11:30 It Could Be You
12:00 Tex and Jinx
12:30 Howard Miller Show
1:30 Bride and Groom
200 NBC Matinee Theatre
3:00 Queen for a day
3:45 Modern Romances
4:00 Comedy Time
Florida *Holiday Special will leave
St. Louis at 9:50 a. in., Decem-
ber 21.
On January 4, the Illinois Cen-
tral will operate a 20-car Chicago
Special from Florida to Chicago
with connections for St. Louis.
The train will leave Miami at
11:45 a. m., and Jacksonville at
7:35 p. m. It will arrive St. Louis
at 4:30 p. m., and Chicago at 6:15
p. in., on January 5.
Accommodations on the two
special trains include reserved
coach seats and sleeping space,
tavern-lounge car, and dining
service. Both trains will stop at
63rd Street Station, Chicago, and
Homewood, Ill., station, for the
convenience of south metropoli-
tzn and suburban passengers.
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
1:00
4:00
5:00
5:46
6:00
6:30
700
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
11:00
1230
1:00
4:30
5:30
7:00
8:00
9:oo
9:30
10:00
11:30
4.30
5:00
5:30
5:35
5:40
5:45
6:00
6:30
645
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
900
10:00
Fran Finks Show
Cartoons
News
Weather
Sports
NBC News
Cartoon Carnival
Outdoor Reporter
Hamilton Brothers
Court of Last Resort
Life of Riley
Tombstone Territory
Thin Man
Bowling Championship
Date with Angels
10:30 Tonight
SATURDAY
Howdy Doody
Ruff and Reddy
Fury
Andri. Clang
True Story
Detective's Diary
4-H Program
Get, Set, Go
Pro Basketball
All Star Golf
Curly Cole
News. Weather, Sport*
Cartoon Carnival
People Are Funny
Perry Como
Polly Bergen
Gisele MacKenzie
What's It For
Your Hit Parade
Lawrence Welk
Studio Wrestling
SUNDAY
Herald of Truth
Pro Football
Our Mr. Sun
Hallmark Hall
Steve Allen
Chevy Show
Loretta Young
Patrkx Munsel
Million $ Movie
News
MONDAY
of Fame
7:00Today
9:00 Arlene Francis
9:30 Treasure Hunt
10:00 Price is Right
10:30 Truth or Consequences
11:00 Tic Tac Dough
11:30 It Could Be You
12:00 Tex and Jinx
12:30 Howard Miller Show
1:30 Bride and Groom
2:00 NBC Matinee Theatre
3:00 Queen for a Day
3:43 Modern Romances
4:00 Comedy Time
4:30 Willy
5:00 Ray Smith Band
5:30 News
5:35 Weather
5:40 Sports
5:45 NBC News
6:00 Roy Rogers
1110104(5010 1.f Africa( sueitsitekeesususulatimsateusinfimusitiusumm 01111111010144140011010l400101140414404011100104004400141
SAVE I
Going Out of Business
Stock Liquidation Sale
25% OFF
INCLUDING TOYS
10710101.117011111411011007011111700C 011010141040111110 470411100010 VW 04 at OK 01 MIK MIN MIK
BICYCLES and WHEEL GOODS
AS TAGGED
7,0 70 747 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 7•11110741111111011070X111110711/0 MI XII 10 70 RI 70 XI 7// X/ 70 Xis 70 AI 10 70 raw
EVERYTIING MUST GO
ALL SALES FINAL
LAY-AWAY FOR CHRISTMAS
GAMBLES
SAVE 300 WALNUT STREET
FULTON, KENTUCKY
11711107111110M 1107010710111001.111111131011010101011111.111011107117/17‘10110111171111171111111111111111131111110111111111111031111,11 1110
SAVE
6 30 Price Is Right ,
7 00 Restless Gun
7:30 Tales of Wells Fargo,
8.00 Sheriff of Ooehioe
8 30 Pavortte Mary
9:00 Suspicion
10:00 News. Weather, Sports
10:15 Tonight
TUESDAY
7:00 Today
9:00 Arlene Francis
9:30 Treasure Hunt
10:00 Price is Right
10:30 Truth or Consequences
11:00 Tic Tac Dough
11:30 It Could Be You
12:00 h P. D. 6
12:90 Howard Miller show
1:30 Bride and Groom
2:00 NBC MATINEE Theatre
3:00 Queen for a Day
3:45 Modern Romances
4:00 Comedy Time
4:30 Chiropractic Forum
1:45 Western Theatre
5:30 News
5:35 Weather
5:40 Sports
5:45 NBS News
8:00 Roy Rogers
8:30 Nat -King" Cole
7:00 Gobel-Fisher
8:00 Meet McGraw
9:30 Telephone Time
9:00 Californians
1:10 Robert Cummings allow
10:00 Welk Tunes and Talents
11:00 Tonight
WEDNESDAY
7:00 Today
STABLITE Drive-In
taltas--Ualas City Hlway
SAT-SUN., DEC 14-16 .
(Starts at 6:55 and 8.25)
A WOMAN'S DEVOTION
With Janice Rule
9:00 Arlene Francis
9:30 Treasure Hunt
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
1:30
Price is Right
Truth or Consequences
Tic Tac Dough
It Could Be You
Tex and Jinx
Howard Miller Show
Bride and Groom
2:00 NBC Matinee Theatre
300 Queen for a Day
3:45 Modern Romances
4:00 Comedy Time
4:30 Western Theatre
5 30 News
5:35 Weather
5:40 Sports
5:45 Newt
6:00 Gene Autry
6:30 Wagon Train
7:30 Playhouse
8:00 American Legend
8:30 Country Store
9:00 This is Your Life
9:30 Badge 714
10:00 News. Weather, Sports
10:15 Tonight
Heppe New Year
OR PH EUM
FBI — SAT SUN
Double Feature
program
FEATURE NO. 1
WILD AND IfICKED...livin with no tomorrow!
FEATURE NO. 2
Tilt SINOCIE-11Y-1110C1 CONFESSIONS OF
I Luxurious Two-Piece Living
Styled for beauty, comfort, wear' Ftnety-coestructrd sofa and
Boom Suites
club chair with aide arms, button-tufted backs. See oar *eke-
! hen of bedroom and 11 v ing room iron pa to our new, large dis- for the living room, for t
he
I play room!
$139.95 and up new Shades, many eeities.the boudoir . New Styling,
den. for the bedroom and for
3-Piece Ilednem Saito
I Complete Witb Mirror
I $126.50
itt
TABLE LAMPS
Designed In the contemporary manner! Double bed, roomy cheat and
double dresser crafted of quality walnut veneer:. Complete with mirror'
Big Choice! Big
Savings! Smart
Occasional Tables
Lamp tables, end tables, step
tablet, cocktail tables in every
wanted style and finish! For
yourself, for gifts!
KNEEHOLE DESK
AND CHAIR
a
a
a
a
a
Choicely-made of mahogany veneers
ewdltIsielarss pulls. Chair hex upholeter •-
a
$34.50 up
EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY I
I 207 CHURCH STREET FULTON, KENTUCKY i/07010 "MOM X117011171131117011110101111110 WOW MIN XS 7111711X1101010 1111- 70 70 IV 707070 10 /0 MI 07; ye leo nons1107707111
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Cayce Homemakers
Meet In Lovely
Sowell Residence
The Cayce Homemakers Club
met recently in the beautifully
decorated home of Mrs. W. C.
Sowell and Miss Alice Sowell.
Fourteen members answered roll
call with "A Kindness Someone
Has Done For Me. Six visitors
were welcomed, Mn. W. B. Rice,
Mrs. Jane Burrus, Mrs. Kate
Thomas, Mrs. Nan Townsend,
Mrs. Samuel Holly and Mrs. Paul
Garrigan.
The Thanksgiving Devotional
was given by Mrs. Lyle Shuck.
She read Luke 17:11-19. Mrs. W.
B. Sowell gave the thought for
the month "A Parents Prayer".
Mrs. W. C. Sowell gave the
landscape notes, reminding us of
all the things we need to do in
our yards at this time or year.
After a real "Thanksgiving
Dinner" the lemon "Christmas
Decorations and Candle Making"
was given by Mrs. Walter Mayes
and Mies Alice Sowell. They
showed some of the beautiful de-
corations they had made and then
explained to the group how to
fix them. Plans were made to take
these decorations to the K. U.
Office in Hickman and fix a win-
dow display on Nov. 22nd.
The group had the annual auc-
tion sale with our good auction-
eer, Mrs. W. B. Sowell, in charge.
With all the nice items for sale
and the interested buyers on hand
the sale was a success.
The next meeting will be De-
cember 10th at 10:30 with Mrs.
Parnell Garrlgan. Each person is
to bring a gift for exchange. Each
member is urged to attend and
visitors are welcomed.
AIR SUPPORT
Antarctic trail parties are con-
stanUy supported by Navy ski
planes and helicopters during
Operation Deepfreeze.
Tands-tlegp4...
aht gtincislato
Truly everyday, thousands of adults ore proving to thorn-
selves how the fun and enjoyment of o piano gins them
o refreshingly new look on If. in lust a few short meatiest
Of COWS!, this is no news to Kranich & Bach, who have
been hand crafting fine pianos since 1864.
Wary *at drop in today
sad 10 we show yea
how easy It Is to bosh,
an the bort to owe
!Ito flaws, a piano by
Krunkk 6 Sods.
1000
JONES PIANOS
Mn. Guy Jones
East Main Street
Union City. Tennessee
Phone 911
1CFVS
CHANNEL -12
Nov. 14 — Nov. 20
THURSDAY
7:00 Jimmy Dean Show
7:45 Morning News
8:00 Captain Kangaroo
8:45 Morning News
8:55 Coffee Break
9:00 Garry Moore Show
0:30 Godfrey Time
10:30 Strike It Rich
11:00 Hotel Cosmopolitan
11:15 Love of Life
11:30 Search For Tomorrow
11:45 Guiding Light
12:00 Noonday News
12:15 Watching the Weather
12:25 News
1230 As The World Turns
1:00 Beat The Clock
1:30 House Party
2:00 The Big Payoff
2:30 Verdict Is Yours
3:00 Brighter Day
3:15 Secret Storm
3:30 Edge or Night
4:00 Guy Lombardo Show
4:30 'Trouble with feather
5:00 The Little Rascals
5:30 Sky King
1:00 The Scoreboard
6:05 Watching The Weather
6 15 Douglas Edwards
6:30 26 Men
7.00 Harbourmaster
7:30 Climax
8:30 Playhouse 90
10:00 Highway Patrol
10:30 Channel 12 Theatre
1E:00 News & Weather
7:00
7'45
8:00
845
8:55
9:00
1030
11:004
11:15
11:30
1145
12'00
12:15
12:25
12:30
FRIDAY
Jimmy Dean Show
Morning News
Captain Kangaroo
Morning News
Coffee Break
Garry Moore Show
Strike It Rich
Hotel Cosmopolitan
Love Of Life
Search For Tomorrow
Guiding Light
Noonday News
Watching the Weather
News
As The World Turns
1:00 Beat The Clock
-1:30 House Party
2:00 The Big Payoff
2:30 Verdict is Tours
800 Brighter Day
3:15 Secret Storm
3'30 Edge of Night
4:00 Guy Lombardo Show
4'30 Trouble With Father
5:00 The- Little Rascals
5:30 Harteons
540 Cartoon Capers
8.00 The Scoreboard
6:05 Watching The Weather
6:15 Douglas Edwards
STILL WANT TO GO?
The surface of the moon is
cold, bleak and airless, just as
it is in a test chamber at the
Naval Ordnance laboratory, Sil-
ver Spring, Md., where scientists
can duplicate the ffeces ot ell-
nuitic and atmospheric conditions
on weapons.
LAST MINUTE GIFT SUGGESTION!
Time and again, the guests (or the courses)
outnumber the available supply of teaspoons.
What more logical gift, then, than teaspoons in
her Gorham pattern ... or other place-setting pieces
— knives, forks, spreaders and salad forks.
Also ... most-wanted, "but-not-apt-to-have" serving
pieces $4.25 to $25.00 to complete her sterling
service will be a warmly welcomed gift.
'Remember, Gorham Sterling teaspoons start
as low as $3.75•
'Federal Tax
Inc:aided
ANDREWS JEWELRY STORE
CHURCH STREET FULTON, ICY.
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:90
10:00
10:30
11:00
My Little Margie
Track dow n
Zane Grey Theatre
Mr. Adams & Eve
Byline Steve Wilson
The Lineup
Penal to Person
Martin Kane
Jim Bowie
Channel 12 Theatre
SATURDAY
8:00 Home & Market
8:30 Captain Kangaroo
8:30 Mighty Mouse
10:00 Susan'b Show
10:30 Saturday Playhouse
11:00 Jimmy Dean Show
12:00 Fury
12:30 Pro Football
(Chi. Cards Vs Phila.)
330 Ice HocIteT
8:00 Zorro
8:30 Casey Jones
7:00 Wyatt Earp
7:30 Dick — The Duchess
8:00 Gale Storm Show
8:30 Have Gun Will Travel
Ill Gunsmoke
9:30 0. Henry Playhouse
10:00 Lawrence Welk Show
11:00 Channel 12 Theatre
12:00 News & Weather
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:45
1:00
3:45
4:00
5:00
5:30
6:00
8:30
7:00
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:15
11:45
700
7:45
7:55
8:00
8:45
8:55
9:00
9:30
10:30
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:15
12:25
12:30
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:15
330
4:00
500
$10
5:40
0700
6:05
1:15
I:30
700
7:30
800
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
SUNDAY
The Christopher.
This Is The Life
Lamp Unto My Fete
Look Up and Live
Camera Three
U. N In Action
Let's Take A Trip
Wild Bill Hickok
Face The Nation
Football Kickoff
Pro Football
World News Roundup
Seven Lively Arts
Beat The Clock
20th Century
Telephone Time
Jack Benny
Ed Sullivan Show
G. E Theatre
Hitchcock Presents
664,000 Challenge
Count of Monte Cristo
Sunday News Special
Channel 12 Theatre
News dr Weather
MONDAY
To be Announced
Morning News
Today's Weather
Captain Kangaroo
Morning News
Coffee Break
Garry Moore Show
Godfrey Time
Strike It Rich
Hotel Cosmopolitan
Love of Life
Search For Tomorrow
Guiding Light
Noonday News
Watching the Weather
News
As 'The.World Turns
Beat The Clock
House Party
The Big Payoff
Verdict Is Yours
Bighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge of Night
Cowboy Corral
Superman
Marianne
Cartoon Capers
Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Robin Hood
Burns and Allen
Talent Scouts
Depny Thomas
December Bride
Harbor Command
Man Called X
State Trooper
Channel 12 Theatre
TUESDAY
700 To be Announced
XMAS'S
tPECIAI
1011171(1.
QUIET DE MEI
PORTABLE #
104
111
with 44,44
:7, exclusive
TWIN-PM
. —the ribbon your
:7 fingers never touch!
* Helps raise grades as wadi as iss
* Preferred by students
* 6 beautiful colors
* EASY BIJOGET TERNS
IF. sea IT sow
Harvey Caldwell
Company
DRIVE-IN OFFICE
OUTFITTERS
James 0. Butts, Sales Mgr.
Phone 674 Fulton, Ky.
7:45
7:55
8:00
8:45
8:55
9:00
9:30
10:30
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:15
122.5
12:30
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:15
3:30
4:00
5:00
510
5:40
6:00
LOG
6115
1:31
7:60
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:10
lEoraing News
Today's Weather
Captain Kangaroo
Morning News
Coffee Break
Garry Moore
Godfrey Time
Strike It Rich
Hotel Cosmopolitan
Love of Life
Search For Tomorrow
Guiding Light
Noonday News
Watching the Weather
News
As The World Turns
Beat The Clock
House Party
The Big Payoff
Verdict Is Yours
Brighted Day
Secret Storm
Edge of Night
Cowboy Corral
Woody Woodpecker
Hanson.
Cartoon Capers
The Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Name Thai Tune
Pliil Silvers
Eve Arden Show
To Tell The Truth
Red Skelton Show
$64,000 Question
Captain David Grief.
The Falcon
Charesel II Vilanalna
So AO
a beautiful -new room"
be just one day whit
$pw,fraww
TIN DI LUXI LATEX WALL PAINT
• Easy to apply
• One gallon does the
average room
• Guaranteed washable
• Dries in one hour
• Latest colors
See our complete line of
wallpaper and accessories!
EXCHANGE
Furniture Co.
Church Street Phone 35
'58 FORD PRICES ARE
LOWER THAN '51 PRICES
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12.00 News & Weather
700
7:45
7:45
8:00
8:45
8:55
9:00
9:30
10:30
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:15
12:25
12:30
1:00
WEDNESDAY
To be Announced
Morning News
Today's Weather
Captain Kangaroo
Morning News
Coffee Break
Garry Moore Show
Godfrey Time
Strike It Rich
Hotel Cosmopolitan
Love of Life
Search for Tomorrow
Guiding Light
Noonday News
Watching the Weather
News
As The World Turns
Beat The Cock
1:30 House Party
2:00 The Big Payoff
230 Verdict Is Yours
3:00 Brighter Day
3:15 Secret Storm
3:30 Edge of Night
4:00 Guy Lumbardo Show
4:30 Crunch and Des
5:00 The Little Rascals
5:30 Cisco Kid
8:06 The Scoreboard
6:06 Watching The Weather
6:15 Douglas Edwards
6:30 The Gray Groet
7:00 The Big Record
8:00 The Millionaire
8:30
9:00
1000
10:30
11:00
I've Got A Secret
U. S. Steel Hour
Frontier Doctor
Frank Sinatra Show
Channel 12 Theatre
CITY DRUG COMPANY
408 Lake St. Phones 70, 428
o put Christmas stars
4'' in her eyes... give
Eiray-Mist--Cologne
Caoceatraie. 12
MIDNIGHT
gift S by Tussy
Glamour Set
—Cologne, hand
I Body Lotion, $1
Cologne and
-Dwaine Powder Set, $3
As advertised In Life
amps dime 
p
assesd • 111111111MI
1J1 prim ion las
•
01 POPIU1 CISTOE 311 AU FARUIIIE MEM
WA prices of War '58 can haw MS UP
Fird has Mewl prices BELOW 18571
Feed hes reduced Ibe wheel ef pardon °anew
200 and Fearioins models Isalew 1167 prinsel
And these new '511 Fords that y%ps an Sujer kat
Mm 1957 prim are beautifelty styled, handeosnety
trimmed cars that stead up with pride alongside%
even the costliest cars.
Visit yow Ford Dealer and Actiaa Ten a new
'58 Ford.It vall prove to you that kw smoother
riding comfort, topnotch performance, ight-fisted
economy, best dollar value . . a '58 Ford it
can't be bead
NOBODY OUT-TRADES
A FORD DEALERI
...
PROVED AN) APPROWD AROUND THE NORM
J V CASH MOTOR COMPANY
Mayfield Highway Fulton Phone 42
If You're Interested in an A-1 Used Car — Be Sure to See Your Ford Doalet
••••
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Far* llows, IIntim, Events
(Dge 11441: Mt J0110100'4 infarmatioa, supplied THE NEWS
bg the USDA, ASC, nearby County Agents and tlaricniturta
agenates dl bet of special interest to Progressive farmers in the
Ken- Tenn arra):
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FARM-HOME WEEK
A'TTENDERS TO HEAR ABOUT
FARM PRODUCTS
Lexington, Ky.—Different uses
of pasture and forage crops, to
expand farm income, will be dis-
cussed at length in one of the
sessions of the annual Farm and
Home Week at the University of
Kentucky, Jan. 28-31, 1958.
Seven staff members will appear
on the agricultural products' sec-
tion, discussing such things as
new research and findings with
forage cro.ps; opportunities with
feeder pip, feeder calves, western
immunize against
HOG CHOLERA
SWIVINE*
m4111.m.••
HOG CHOLERA VACCINE
Modified Live Virus • Rabbit Origin • Vacuum Dried
FOR USE WITH SERUM
Research shows that pigs vac-clamed with Syr/vim
are immune im 7 clays • Swivise demos
contaminate your farm • Swiviete ie made by Ameeire*
largest producer of seimial biolygicalt — ALUM
Lastreeemiess
Consult your
VETERINARIAN gersed1
MAYFIELD KENTUCKY
High Fidelity
Record Player
$59.95
Complete with WEBCOR
record changer. Player
has four speeds; volume
and tone control.
Portable Electric
Sewing Machine
$49.95
Complete with foot feed.
Will mend, darn. Com-
plete with accessories.
and handsome carrying
case.
1
8-piece
TV Snack Set
$1.39
(Complete !)
Choice of patterns, in
service for four.
Ladies all-wool
SLIPPER SOX
99c Pair
Leather sole, fancy ap-
pliqued top. Sizes small,
medium, large.
KODAK GIFTS SAY . . .
sase
Christmas tea
for yssrs to mos
IWO SELECTION OF
KODAK-MADE GIFT OUTFITS
from puss $995
Iherytttlei seeded fw
111Wittito-clecit snapshot fon
.• Kodak-made Camera • Batteries
• Flasholder • Flashbulbs
• Kodak Film • Full instructioss
Christmas Seal Window
Christmas Seals make the difference in this holiday window trim
designed by Dennison to make your home show that you're public
spirited as well as creative. Christmas Seals make the difference,
too, in the light against TB. Your tuberculosis association uses Christ-
mas Seal funds to help protect your home from TB.
ewe lambs, etc.
This section is in line with the
new program for Farm and Home
Week. "Problem areas" have been
selected as the basis of discussion
for the meeting, and agricultural
products' use is one of these.
Speakers and subjects are: Re-
search and findings with forage
crops, W. C. Templeton, agrono-
mist; opportunities with feeder
pigs, Cecil Hampton, Estill county
farmer; opportunities with feed-
er calves, Marshall Davenport,
Pulaski county farmer; coopera-
tive feeder pig and feeder calf
sales, L. A. Vennes, Experiment
Station marketing specialist;
growing out western ewe lambs,
Clarence Kindoll, Owen county
farmer; cash income through
horticulture (fruit and vegetable
crops), Clyde Singletary, Experi-
ment Station horticulturist; and
cash income through woodland
management, 0. M. Davenport,
Experiment Station forester, S. C.
Bohanan, director county
thagents, will e' the group.
These speakers will conduct
their session Thursday afternoon,
Jan. 30, starting at 1:30 p. m.
NEW FARM CORN
ACREAGE ALLOTMENT
Any producer who intends to
plant corn in 1958 on a farm
where there was no cosn acreage
during the years 1955, 1956, or
1957 must apply for a corn allot-
ment if he desires price support
or if he wants to participate in
any other phase of the Soil Bank
Program other than the Acreage
Reserve Program for corn in 1958,
Mr. Roy Bard, Chairman of the
County Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation Committee, said
today.
Marketing quotas ao not apply
to corn, the Chairman explained.
However, under the present pro-
gram, the production of corn in
1958 on a farm which has no corn
acreage allotment would make
the corn produced on such farm
ineligible for price support in
1958 as well as effect his parti-
cipation in the Soil Bank Pro-
gram.
Application forms for a corn
allotment are available at the
ASC County- Office. January 31,
1958 is the last day such appli-
cations may be filed.
SOIL BANK NEWS
Farmers can now put an acre
of nondiversion cropland in the
Conservation Reserve for each
acre of cropland put in the pro-
gram at the regular annual pay-
ment rate, according to Mr. C. C.
Vaughn, Chairman, Chairman of
the County Agricultural Stabili-
zation and Conservation Commit-
tee.
Stop in anytime...
meet your friends hers
—you're welcome at
all times. Ask to sea
and try the latest mod-
el cONN instrument
of ,our dioice.‘No ob-
ligation. Ask about
our easy purchase plan
with RENTAL privilege.
The Soil Bank base establish-
ed for i farm represents the aver-
age acreage on a farm devoted to
grain and cultivated crops, the
Chairman explained; it does not
include the acreage devoted to
hay or land which is normally
idle in the rotation being follow-
ed. The regular payment rate ap-
plies to land placed in the Con-
servation Reserve when this re-
sults in less land used for the pro-
duction of Soil Bank base crops.
Pasture which is not cropland
cannot be put in the Conserva-
tion Reserve.
since the Soil Bank base for
most farms does not include all
cropland because some acreage is
devoted to rotation use, the new
provision permits farmers to put
an additional acreage in the pro-
gram at a lower rate of annual
payment. Some farmers may find
this to their advantage 'ince they
may want to retire more aereap
from production at the lower rate
of payment.
The annual rate of (nondiver-
sion) payment for Conservation
Reserve land which does not call
for a reduction of the harvested
acreage on a farm is 30 percent
of the regular rate. If the land on
which the lower rate applies is
planted to trees or shrubs, the
County ASC Committee may in-
crease the annual rate to 50 per-
cent of the regular rate, provided
such increase can be justified by
the productivity and value of the
land.
Details are avaiianie at the
County ASC office, which is now
accepting Conservation Reserve
contracts tO go into effect in 1958.
Farmers who intend to partic-
ipate in the 1958 Acreage Re-
serve program for spring-planted
crops can save themselves time
and trouble by having a Soil
Bank "base" established for their
farms as soon as possible, Mr. C.
C. Vaughn, Chairman of the Obion
County Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation Committee,
pointed out today.-
Before an Acreage Reserve a-
greement can be signed for any
of these crops, a Soil Bank "base"
must be established for the parti-
cipating farm. Farmers who have
not already done so should fur-
nish their County ASC Commit-
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teas with their farm's produstion
history for Soil Bank base crops
produced for harvest on • farm,
except hay crops. In addition to
the six "basic" crops ---- wheat,
corn, cotton rice, tobacco, and
peanuts -- they include, among
others, such crops as the grains,
annual grasses cut for seed, oil-
seeds, cowpeas, potatoes, commer-
cial vegetables ,and field and can-
ning peas and beans. The farm
Soil Bank "base" is established
by the County ASC Committee on I
the basis of the average acreage I
of land devoted to these crops1
during the 2 years 1958 and 1957.1
else a term eirriti
"base" established under the Con-
servation Reserve program of the
Soil Bank, that base will apply
for Acreage Reserve purposes. al-
so.
Go to C7turch Sunday
RUPTURE
The Sensational New Invention
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors
City Drug Co.. Fulton
FEDERAL LAND BANK LOANS
Long Term — Low Interest
No appraisal fee
You pay only for the time that you use
the money.
Obion Weakley Nat'l Farm Loan Ass'n
A. C. Fields. Sec-Treat
Tel 453. Union City, Tennessee
The finest display that has ever been shown
in Western Kentucky. . . . not only for Christ-
mas, but for every day!
Barton's takes all the "guess work"
out of Christmas shopping; even though
you send someone else, you may feel
sure that you will get what you want.
Our BEST ads are
not written 
they are worn !
• Robes
. Knox Hats
. Jarman Shoes
. Holeproof Hose
. McGregor Sportswear
. Manhattan Furnishings
. Hickok Jewelry and belts
. Style Mart Clothes
. Our own make down-town clothes
. Topcoats, car coats, suburban coats
Call Us For The Finest
In Television Service
Our TV repair men are trained to
serving every istandard est Cell
es ter dependable serviiie.
Roper Television
306 Main Street Phone 307
BARTON'S
CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS
• MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY •
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Home-Owners Are Advised To Check
Heating And Hot Water Appliances
Carbon Monoxide Poisoning
Now that the time is here to
use furnaces and stoves and to
keep the doors and windows clos-
ed again, it is important that the
man of the family make sure the
heating and hot water equipment
is in good condition, Fulton
Health Department personnel, re-
minds Fulton Countians.
Carbon monoxide gas cannot be
detected either by taste or smell,
and it can be fatal even if it is
not detected. It is caused by the
Incomplete burning of coal, heat-
ing gas, fuel oil, or gasoline. It
may cause death if the person
who breathes it is in a tightly
closed room or automobile.
If your furnace or stove smokes,
It is because if is not burning
properly. If you see or smell smoke
in your living quarters, it is a
danger signal that carbon mono-
xide gas is escaping into your
room along with the smoke.
Houses today are more nearly air-
tight and storm windows help to
make them so, but both Increase
the likelihood that carbon mono-
xide poisoning may occur in case
the furnace is not properly adjust-
ed. These improvements in houses
increase the need for intelligent
understanding of the way to fire
a furnace properly.
If odors are coming from the
register of the hot air furnace,
STOP worms is pigs
BEFORE they do their damage!
WAYNE PIG FEEDS
are av•ilable now with
HYGROMYCIN*
the new antibiotic worm
preventive—stops worm
eggs from hatching in the
pig's intestine. Proved
effective by Wayne Re-
search.
•Iltantard In Tafl Curler--
eptisiaal la Pig Balancer.
Ammo* Aoki Too
k Worse Pig heie
Arsanilie acid prey-
ed se valuable with
antibloties ia saw
prevention and rapid
growth premetien
that Wayne new in-
cludes it as a stand-
ard ingredient in
Tail Curler and Pig
Balancer.
log Moteollts Never Before Tleoesikt Possible —
Now Yews ie WA YNE heap-Emit Hog Feeds!
For faster gain at lower cost—
Get on the Wayne Program Toda -!WAYNE
FEEDS A. C. Butts & Sons
Phone 202
E. State Line Fulton
SAY - - -
44444, ifteliity
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with a new
ZENITH TELEVISION
THE BEST BUY"
— New high Fidelity Horizontal Chassis.
— 22000 volts of picture power
— No Printed Circuitry
-- 
Automatic Tuning
— 
Spotlight Dial
— 
Three Speakers
Zenith will make the ideal Christmas
Gift for the entire family
ROPER', S TELEVISION
Fulton
• roues mown $
faa elver •
Mrs. Ilauda Holladay Is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Routine and
son In Greenville, MiasissIppl.
Sfriga, Freddie Toweles, his
wife Mary and son Joey of Little
Rock, Arkansaw spent the
Thanksgiving holidays with Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Permenter.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Watts
were the dinner guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Guy Finch and child-
ren Thanksgiving day.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Wallace
of Horn beak. Miss Jan Davis and
Mr. Raymond Vorus. students of
Memphis State University spent
Friday with the Guy Finch
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Roach. Gary
and Paulette and Mrs. Lois Mans-
field visited Mr. and Mrs. B. R.
Matheny In Sharon, Thursday.
They were dinner guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Finis Mansfield Thanks-
giving.
Tairra Maude Finch was an
over night guest of Vara Pinch
Friday night.
Little Dixie Ann Haase of
Memphis spent several days with
the John Colley children last
week. She and her mother were
Sunday guest also.
Mr. Brooks Oliver went tti
Campbells Clinic Monday. The
doctor thinks his shoulder is Im-
proving.
Mrs Hobert Rucker, Mrs.
Brooks Oliver, Judy, Jimmy, Jerry
and Larry Langston visited Mrs.
Bobble Langston in Wivansville.
Indiana Thursday and Friday
They attended a large circus and
saw Matt Dillon in person. The
children were thrilled more over
Matt than the circus acts. Judy
Sat near Mrs. Dillon and was
the first one turned away after
several obtained his autographs.
The guard told her that Mr.
Artless needed to rest. Sol
Mr and Mrs. R. C. Henderson
of Jackson. Mrs. .Myrtle Bolin
and Miss Winnie Bolin visited
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Parrish and
children Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. James Jones and
family visited Mr. and Mrs. James
Haygood last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Cot f man
and family from Florida are vis-
iting Mr. and Mrs. Wendall Coff-
man and Ronald Mack. Mr. and
Mrs. Elwin Coffman and others
this week.
Mr arid Mrs. John Colley were
In Mayfield Monday. Also Mrs.
Bob Cannon and Mrs. T. Perry
shopped there
Jimmy Obver celebrated his
seventh birthday Monday with his
first and second grade classmates.
Games, prises balloons and re-
frestunenta were enjoyed.
AMIIMON
Bite off more than you can
chew
Then chew it;
Plan for more than you can
do
Then do it
Hitch your wagon to a star
Keep your seat—and there You
are!
Anonymous
halve the fire pot and fire dome
examined by a good furnace repair
man. The fire should burn with a
clear flame and not be smother-
ed so that it will form gas. When
you add coal, kept it on one side
and leave a free-burning fire on
the other side to prevent forma-
tion of smoke and gas and get
the greatest amount of heat from
the coal. All gas-fired hot water
heaters should be properly con-
nected to a flue opening to the
outdoors. You should make sure
that your furnace is clean and
that you do not shut the draft
off so completely that furnace
tunes come back into the house.
If you use a kitchen exhaust
fan or other exhaust fan in the
house, check during its operation
to see that proper draft is being
maintained while it is in use. An
exhaust fan may cause a back-
draft through the furnace flue.
It is possible to pull the air from
the outside through the furnace
if the house is sealed too tightly.
If you ruh the motor of your
car inside the garage, make sure
the garage door is open. If you
are in a parked car with the
motor running, be sure to leave
a window open. If you drive long
distances, keep a window open
so that some fresh air is coming
into the car. If you feel sleepy
or your head starts to ache and
you feel ill or dizzy, stop driv-
ing immediately and get out of
the car.
„(-17
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NEW SHIPMENTS
ARRIVING WEEKLY
Factory Returns
SHOES
for children, boys,
misses, men and women.
Huge savings.
Forrester Shoe Shop r
Main Street Fulton
••••••
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* PRACTICAL and BEAUTIFUL
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LOCKRIDGE & RIDGE WAY
YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING HEADQUARTERS
To Make Your Gift A Lasting One, Give Something The Whole Family Will Enjoy All The
Year Through. Trade In That Old Living Room Suit or Bed Room Suit, Dinette Set or Dining
Room Suit For A New One.
• Artistic, National & Key City Living Room Groups
• Sanford, Alexander-Smith & Bigelow Carp eting
• Modern, Colonial or Traditional Bedroom & Dining Room Groups
• Norge Appliances
• RCA Victor TV's & Radios
• Mersman Tables
• Columbia Record Players
a • Spring-Aire Mattresses
I• Modern or Traditional Lamps
1• Nationally Advertised Small Appliances _ _ _ _Mixers — Toasters — Skillets — Coffee Makers — Steam or Dry Irons
V And remember, when you trade with Lockridge & Ridgeway, you deal with them all the way! This store is home owned andi operated, also does its own financing. so when you trade with Lockridge & Ridgeway you do not have to deal with some finance ;company, you deal with your neighbors and friends that you have known for years and can trade with in confidence, 83 come fit
I in soon and give us a chance to help you with any of yonr needs.DON'T FORGET WE ARE OPEN EACH FRIDAY EVENTNG UNTIL 8:00
Lockridge & Ridgeway
1 North Side Square Mayfield, Ky.4.36. 310 310 AIO 7•1 RN AO AO 310 MP XS AO MP was NI NIIIMIOMO /111111111141113111.11111111111M11111011110 MI NM/ MIRO Mina
17 Jewel
BULOVA
"Elizabeth"
$29.75
Me We irk fy 
$29.75
73, Wookly
121 S. SEVENTH ST. MAYFIELD KY
OPEN EVERY N1TE TILL CHRISTMAS
4
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New Church Was Born At
Cane Ridge (Ky.) Revival
The Cane Ridge Meeting House
near Paris was built in 1791 by
Presbyterians from North Caro-
line. It is famed now, however,
as the parent church of the
Christian denomination, other-
wise known as the Disciples of
Christ. A stone shelter has been
built around the log meeting
house, now a shrine, says the
Kentucky Department of Public
Relations in a "featurette" story
released this week. The story con-
tinues:
After a majority of the congre-
gation had migrated to Ohio in
1796, the Reverend Barton W.
Stone became pastor at Cane
Ridge. A "profound awakening"
or religious revival was sweeping
Kentucky. Stone traveled over
the Commonwealth participating
in several "meetings".
In August, 1801, Stone led a re-
vival at Cane Ridge that was
iescribed as the "most remarkable
religious assemblage ever known
on the continent."
Between 20 and 30 thousand
people assembled outside the
church in torchlight to chant
hymns, pray and listen to five or
Mayfield—A. T. (Almer) Dune-
vent, 81, retired farmer died late
Friday, Nov. 29, at his home near
Dublin. Funeral services were
aeld at 2 p. m. Sunday at the Dub-
lin Baptist Church with the Rev.
Carl Noel and the Rev. Huey Bur-
gess, officiating. Burial was in the
church cemetery.
Mr. Dunevant leaves his wife,
Mrs. Beulah Dunevant, a son,
Bobby Dunevant, Mayfield, a
laughter, Mrs. Joe Mullins, Win-
go, two stepsons, Russell and
Cornell Brown, Detroit; two
brothers, Edgar and Hobart
Dunevant, Dublin and three sis-
ers, Mrs. Ina Gibson, Dublin, Mrs.
Lester Courtney, and Mrs. Ruby
Packett, Mayfield. He also leaves
eleven grandchildren.
Eugene Young
Services for Eugene Young of
Akron, Ohio, who died of a heart
attack Monday, were held Friday
afternoon, Dec. 6, at 3, at the
Good spring Presbyterian Church,
three miles south of Dukedom.
Burial under direction of Jack-
;on Brothers Funeral Home of
Dukedom, was in the church
cemetery. He was 57.
Mr. Young formerly lived at
Dukedom.
He leaves his wife, a son, and
two daughters.
Jesse Rushing
eer-vices for Jesse Rushing
were held Sunday afternoon at
at the Good Springs Cum-
)erland Presbyterian Church south
•Dresden. The Rev. Dempay
qenderson officiated. Burial, under
irection of Jackson Brothers Fun.
•rial FT.ome of Dukedom, was In
..he church cemetery. He was 83.
Mr. Rushing, who lived six
miles north of Dresden, died at
• home at 1 30 p. m. Friday
after a long illness.
He was born in Graves Coun-
for Indoor-outdoor snapshots
BROWNIE FLASH OUTFITS from S9"
BROWNE
HOLIDAY;
FLASH
OUTFIT
$9g
more men preach simultaneous-
ly. So impassioned were the ex-
hortations that the people sobbed,
shrieked and shouted until the
whole throng reached a hysterical
pitch of fervor.
• Spasms seized many. They fell
to the ground and lay there as if
dead. Others jerked, danced,
barked, laughed or sang. As these
converts revived, they shouted
joyously that they had been sav-
ed.
As the established churches did
not welcome the converts graci-
ously and Stone was in a dispute
with his presbytery, he and his
congregation at Cane Ridge with-
drew in 1804 from the Presbyter-
ian fellowship and organized an
independent church which they
named Christian. Similar splits
and new churches followed . all
over the State. Thus was born a
new protestant sect in Kentucky.
A similar movement took place
in Pennsylvania under Thomas
and Alexander Campbell. Alexan-
der came to Kentucky and organ-
ized the Disciples of Christ. Stone
and Campbell merged their organ-
izations in 1821.
ty, Feb. 14, 1874, son of Steve
and Mary Kathryn Cook Rush-
ing. His wife, Fronie Elisabeth
Byars Rushing, died on Jan. 20,
1920. He was a retired farmer.
He was a member of the New
Salem Missionary Baptist Church.
Mr. Rushing leaves two sons,
Athel Reed Rushing of Memphis,
Mich.. and Oscar Leroy Rushing
of Murfeesboro. III.; two daugh-
ters. Mrs. A. D. Lee of Dresden.
Route 4, and Mrs. Thomas Mal-
ray of Detroit. Mich.; nine grand-
children, eight great-grandchild-
ren, one brother and four sisters.
• •
DISSATISFIED?
/with carelessl
dry cleaning/
We do a better job
because we try. Sanitoo•
solvents and special
cleaning equipment are
recognized to be the best.
We use them exclusively
...And we take the time
to de dry cleaning thor..
zflily, goody. Wand.
& SANITONE CLEANERS
— PHONE 130 —
them all
here!
World's mast popular snapshot mons*
CITY DRUG COMPANY
408 Lake St. Phones 70, 428
Mrs. Radio Olive
Union City, Tenn.,—Mrs. Radie
Olive, widow of J. Hardin Olive,
farmer Of near Union City, died
at her home near Shady Grove
community at 1 Friday morning,
December 6. She was 86.
Services were at 10:30 Satur-
day morning at Shady Grove
Methodist Church. The Rev. A.
T. Evans officiated. Burial. was
in the church cemetery with
White-Ranson Funeral Home in
charge.
Mrs. Olive was born near Clin-
ton, Ky., but had made her home
in Obion County 70 years. Her
husband died in 1942. She was a
member of Shady Grove Metho-
dist Church.
She leaves a sister, Mrs. Bertha
Vampoole of Fulgham, Kentucky.
Go to Church Sunday
Occasional Tables
FOR EVERY NLED!
We have tables of every
description to fit any poc-
ketbook. Lamp tables,
end tables, radio tables,
coffee tables and just
plain tables. Tables that
would be an wet to any
home.
Hundreds of other smart
gift ideas for your home
that are practicaL appre-
ciated!
Hassocks — stools — lug-
gage — racks — mirrors
— 
pictures — rocking
chairs — TV tables —
small appliances — large
appliances. Nationally-
known brand names!
Lane Cedar Chests
Most beautiful chests on
the market. Traditional
styling, as above ,as well
as new modern and
period styling that will
make her "LANE" also a
lovely piece of furniture.
Come, see!
• DUKEDOM BT. 2
Mrs. Joyce Taylor •
This week has started rather
gloomy and wintery looking, had
another big rain Friday but the
water didn't run over the roads
as bad as the last time.
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor visited Mrs.
T. L. Peerey Wednesday p. m. in
the home of her son, Clifford
Peerey of Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson
were infests of their daughter and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Crittenden and girls of Manly-
ville.
Mrs. A. A. McQuire is visiting
in Millington, at this time as the
guests of her daughter, Mrs. Hu-
bert Eudy,'Mr. Eudy and children.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Matthews
and Larry attended preaching
services at Chapel Hill Sunday
and were dinner guests of the
Carl Kindall's of Martin.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Moore
called on Mr: and Mrs. 0. F.
Taylor and Joyce Wednesday
night a while.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Hicks and
children visited their daughter
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Herndon and Belinda, over the
week end.
Mrs. Dorothy Emerson who has
been seriously ill is some better.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Boyd
Casey awhile one night last week.
Miss Constance Jones returned
to her home Wednesday after
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Tommie
Moore and James Earl a few days.
Mrs. Cassie Taylor was the
Thursday guests of Miss Sam
Campbell of Mayfield.
A wedding of much interest
was solemnized Sunday at 2 p.
m. at the Bethlehem Methodist
Church when Ludara Rowland
Practical Idea! A New Bedroom!
On Graham's four floors of furniture you will
find a huge selection of every popular type of
bedroom suite, and nothing makes a more wel-
come Christmas gift. Nothing keeps on being so
appreciated for years to come. First, visit our
store and let us show you around'
All Christmas furniture
gifts are not expensive
to be appreciated: one or
a pair of our beautiful
lamps may be just the
thing she wants! All
prices, any styles: hund-
reds in stock.
IS SHE A
BRIDGE PLAYER
She will love a set of dur-
able SAMSON chairs and
card table. Practical,
long-lasting, hard wear-
ing. SAMSON products
are useful for hundreds
of different occasions.
too. Available in colors.
Mrs. D. F. Howes, Ashfield,
Mass., Mrs. Stella Webb, Fulton,
Ky., and Mr. and Mrs. Glenn
Davis and son, Duane, Union City,
Tenn., were Thanksgiving dinner
guests of Mrs.. Opal Webb and
son, Thomas. In the afternoon
they all visited Mrs. Alice Walk-
er and Webb.
Sunday visitors in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Lewis were
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Bushart, Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Bushart, Wing°,
Ky., Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Croft,
Fulton, Ky., Mr. and Mrs Char-
lie Harris and son and grandson,
Mayfield, Ky., Mrs. Myrtle
Weatherford, Clinton, Ky.
Mrs. Leroy Latta. Mrs. William
was married to Charles Dublin
of Camp Campbell, Ky.
Pittman. Mrs. Rupert Latta and
Mr. and Mrs. Ebner Walston were
Christmas shoppers in Mayfield
Monday*.
Mrs. Lela Bennett spent the
week end with her neice, Mrs.
Opal Webb.
Bro. W. J. McKenny, Pryors-
burg, Ky. delivered the Sunday
morning sermon at the New Hope
Missionary Baptist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruben Inman and
children visited her parents and
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Phillips; Sunday afternoon.
- Bro. and Mrs. A. 1... Mays, Mrs.
Lela Bennett, Miss Robbie Horns-
by, Union City, Tenn. were Sun-
day dinner guests of Mrs. Opal
Webb.
NAMED FOR CARROLL
Carrollton. Incorporated in 1794,
was named for Charles Carroll of
Maryland, a singer of the De-
claration of Independence.
Somewhere in Graham's enormous stocks of liv-
ing room suites you will find just what you are
looking for in a Living Room Suite, be it modern
period style or just styled for casual comfort.
Surprise your family this Christmas with a
wonderful new living room! Visit Graham's
now.
How Are Your Chairs
At Home, Now ? ?
Lounge chairs for the liv-
ing room, platform rockers
for the den or that "read-
ing" corner, slipper chairs
for the bedroom - - - Gra-
ham has HUNDREDS of
chairs that are handsome,
inviting and comfortable,
and when do you 'EA), them
but at Christmas! Make
your selections now for
Christmas-eve delivery.
GIVE HER A DESK!
We have desks and secre-
taries of every price and
description. They're or-
namental as well as use-
ful and a good one is a
once-a-1 if et im e gift.
Come in and look around!
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